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Chapter 481 Happy to See 

“What news?” 

“Well…someone, calling herself your relative, did a big expose about you.” 

Anna Xie was confused and asked, “expose? What?” 

“It says…that you adored your cousin when you were a child and had incestuous 
thoughts about him. Now you’re trending.” 

“Nonsense!” 

Anna got flushed because of anger. She really hated the god damn fake news. 

“Anna, don’t get angry. Of course we do not believe it. But the one exposed the news 
with her real name, so it’s very convincing.” 

The real name? 

Anna squinted and took out her phone. 

Soon, Anna found the tweet, carefully reading word by word. 

After finishing it, Anna knew that it must be her aunt. 

Anna originally thought that what her aunt could do was to curse and yell at her. 

But unexpectedly, she was so cruel that she wanted to ruin her. 

Although this was a wonderful move, it is not like something that she could do. 

She was just a stupid shrew. What she could only do was to yell at her. Using media to 
hurt Anna was not something she would choose to do. 

Although the tweet was not true, it’ s logical and precise. Obviously, someone wrote it 
for her. 

But who was trying to frame her? 

Anna was thinking. 



See Anna did not speak, Zhang said, “Anna, don’t worry. The PR will certainly deal with 
this. But there are a lot of tabloid reporters focusing on you, so your schedule was 
changed, so that they won’t take advantage of you.” 

Supporting her forehead, Anna nodded and said, “I see.” 

“Now, I’ll go and contact the driver to talk about tomorrow’s route.” 

“Okay, off you go.” 

After Zhang left, Anna sat alone in a chair, not looking good. 

At this point, it seemed that her aunt was going to screw her up. 

But who was behind her? 

It must be someone powerful supporting her. 

As long as Anna found that power, she could follow the details and catch her. 

And this was the only way she could get herself out of trouble. 

Only, how to find that force? 

Anna pondered for a moment and felt that it was better to start with her aunt. 

When she returned to her apartment, she met her aunt. 

Contrast to Anna’s pale face, rosy bloom was on her aunt’ s cheeks. 

Seeing Anna, she sneered while eating fruit, “Anna, why do you look so bad? Are you 
not feeling well?” 

“I’m fine.” 

“A while ago you were always busy and I couldn’t see you. Why did you come back so 
early today?” 

“Not busy today, so I come back early.” 

The Aunt said in a strange way, “really? I think that you will be busy all the time. After 
all, you’re a big star.” 

Anna observed her aunt’s reaction and said calmly, “Something happened and I need 
some time to deal with it. Before that, I can rest for two more days.” 



“It’s good that you can have a rest. But don’t rest all the time.” 

Aunt’s mockery was so obvious that she no longer bothered to disguise it. 

Anna tilted her head and said with a smirk, “aunt seems to be gloating.” 

Folding her arm, the Aunt sneered, “How is that possible? I am your aunt, of course I 
wish you well. Unlike you, you make things difficult for us all the time, just in case we 
get a better life than you.” 

“If I do, why do I keep you at home?” 

“Humph, that’s because you don’t have the guts to kick us out. Now I’ve got your secret, 
you will think twice before doing something.” 

Anna squinted and said, “That tweet, it’s you, right? Tell me, who is helping you?” 

“No one.” 

“Do you think I’ll believe it?” 

“I don’t care.” 

Anna sneered and said, “Aunt, the stupidest thing you’ve done is to offend me and trust 
an outsider.” 

The Aunt admitted it quickly and said, “What’s wrong with an outsider? She can give 
your cousin a good job. How about you? Though you are our relative, what exactly have 
you done?” 

Anna raised her eyebrows and said, “It seems that my cousin’s job is the bargain. But 
do you really think that she will do anything for you?” 

“Sure.” 

“Then what does your son get?” 

“The manager and it won’t be long before he gets to work. We even go shopping today 
and buy him a suit.” 

She was showing off, feeling extremely proud of herself. 

Thinking about the shopping bag she just saw at the door, Anna got to understand. 

That brand was not cheap, so the one behind was planning something else. 



A little bit of fame and money could make her aunt so loyal. She was really a good 
pawn. 

It’s just a pity that the Aunt didn’t even know her situation while she was complacent. 

Stopping looking at her, Anna said, “aunt, you always think you’re smart, but you never 
thought that you’re used.” 

She hummed disdainfully and rebuked, “How is that possible?” 

“Why not? You are being used and I’m the target. You’ re just her pawns.” 

But when the Aunt heard this, instead of worrying, she said smugly, “Pawns? I don’t 
care. As long as it benefits us. You are not willing to help us, so what do you get? 
You’ve lost everything.” 

“Do you really think so? Don’t you know you will be the loser in the end?” 

“Let’s see!” 

Anna sneered and said, “you’re obviously incapable to talk to me about this. Because 
the pawns can’t see the end of the game, for they have been thrown away.” 

The Aunt finally got something to show off, but she was repeatedly mocked by Anna. 

This made the Aunt angry. Hands on h!ps, she said angrily, “Anna, all you wish is to put 
us in hell, right?” 

“Of course I want you to be good, but there is a prerequisite. Treating you guys nicely 
doesn’t mean I can tolerate everything. I have my bottom line.” 

“What, are you yelling at me now? Anna, don’t forget who you are.” 

“Just because of my status, I can allow you guys to stay. But that doesn’t mean I’ll keep 
putting up with it. You better realize this so that it will better for us. Otherwise…” 

“What do you want?” 

Looking at her cousin, Anna said, “I don’t mind if my cousin’ s another finger gets cut.” 

As soon as she heard this, her aunt was about to rush to Anna and bite her. 

“You little b!tch, are you threatening me?” 

“I just want to let you know that I also have a bottom line. Don’t always provoke me, 
otherwise, we can’t have a happy end.” 



After saying that, Anna turned around and went back to her room. 

Aunt was so mad that she got up and wanted to rush over. 

But her son stopped her and calmed her down. 

The Aunt was grumbling. Most awful language you could imagine. 

When she got tired, she sat down, panting. 

“This little b!tch. She doesn’t know me. How dare she threaten me?” 

“Mom, dial it down, OK?” 

Rolling her eyes, she her asked, “Things have come to this and we shouldn’t give up. 
Don’t you want to live in a big house like this?” 

“Yes, I do. But it’s not ours.” 

“Then find a way to make it ours.” 

This made my cousin’s eyes light up and he asked, “What can we do?” 

“I’ll make Anna willingly give us the house.” 

However, her son thought the idea was impractical and shook his head frequently, 
saying, “That’s not possible.” 

But his mother was confident and said, “It’s definitely impossible for you. You idiot. If it’s 
me, that’ s possible.” 

“Then what good idea have you got?” 

The Aunt mysteriously took out something and showed it to him. 

“Look at this.” 

As soon as he saw that, he got guilty and said, “Mom, I don’t use this often. It’s all 
because Dayong and the others encouraged me that…” 

“I am not digging into this, but I want you to find a way to deal with Anna, so that she will 
be obedient.” 

He was thinking and his eyes suddenly widened, with disbelief. 

“Mom, you’re not trying to use this to control Anna, are you? Mom, this is too much.” 



Putting it back, the Aunt hummed, full of disdain, “since Anna is unkind to us, we need 
to avenge. If she is obedient and shares good things with us, I won’t do this. Everything 
is her fault.” 

“But, if Mr. Xiao knows that, he will definitely not let us go.” 

“Silly son. When Anna has fallen into the trap, she will be our puppy. Do you think 
someone like Mr. Xiao will still keep her around? It’s too late.” 

Nodding thoughtfully, her son said, “you’re right.” 

With joy, she said, “Anyway, this time, we will not only avenge, but get some benefits. 
Two birds, one stone.” 

What a good blueprint! But her son felt anxious. 

Although he couldn’t tell why all this made him weird, he just didn’t feel safe. 

Of course, he couldn’t say this to her mom, otherwise, she would certainly yell at him. 

But she was right. Since things have come to this point, there was no way back. They 
could only choose to move forward. 

… 

One day, after receiving a phone call, the Aunt left in a hurry. 

She wanted to take her son with her, but he played all-night games last night and 
couldn’t get up in the morning, so she had no choice but to meet Wei Yu alone. 

From the window, Anna saw her aunt leaving, so she walked out of the room. 

Walking downstairs, Anna deliberately passed her cousin’s room and made some noise. 

He was having a good sleep, so he was not happy to be disturbed. 

Opening the door, he grumbled and went back to catch up on sleep. 

But Anna stopped him. Soon, she got to know where her aunt was going to. 

Time waited for no man, so after dressing herself up, she went out. 

She suspected that her aunt was going to meet with the one behind all this. 

But when she saw Wei Yu, she realized that it was not her fantasy, but someone really 
wanted to ruin her. 



Why was Wei Yu? Did she have a grudge against her? 

The only thing that connected them was Yulin. Was he the reason? 

Biting her red l!ps, Anna wore her sunglasses and hat and sat down at the table behind 
Wei Yu. 

After taking a sip of coffee, Wei Yu asked casually, “what do you ask me out?” 

The Aunt, with a flattering tone, asked, “Miss Yu, I want to ask, how about my son’s 
job?” 

“It’s not something hard. A phone call will solve. Why do you ask me out?” 

“Oh, since you don’t contact me, I still worry a lot.” 

“Don’t worry. I’ve promised you, so I will definitely do it. The job thing is done and after 
the HR gets it, your son can go to work soon.” 

“The position…” 

“Manager, as I said.” 

Getting this answer, the aunt was full of joy. She hadn’t been so happy in her life. 

“Thank you so much, Miss Yu. You really help us a lot.” 

With a smile, Wei Yu actually got impatient. 

Casually ruffling her hair, Wei Yu said, “you’re welcome. You deserve this.” 

“We will never forget your kindness. In the future, if there is anything we can do, just call 
us. We are willing to do anything for Miss Yu.” 

“Thanks. I just want to help you two, for I don’t want to see Anna bully you.” 

Speaking of Anna, the Aunt said, “That ungrateful girl. She doesn’t care at all about our 
relationship. How can she do this to me? When I have the chance, I will teach her a 
lesson.” 

This made Wei Yu find she was closer to her success. What she said next seemed to 
comforted the Aunt, but in fact, every word she said provoked new conflicts. 

“Show business is a place that can easily make people lost themselves because of 
money and fame. It’s not strange that she would forget you. You, be more careful and 
think more about yourselves.” 



“You are right. Asking for help is not always a good plan. My son and I need to be 
strong.” 

Raising her eyebrow, Wei Yu smiled and asked, “What do you mean by that? Do you 
already have a plan?” 

The aunt snorted and said, “Yeah, this time, I’ll make her suffer.” 

“Don’t go too far. Anna is still a girl. Be nice to her.” 

“But I want to see her cry so that she can remember. She has to know I’m not someone 
she can bully.” 

Looking at her resolute look, she knew she would never let Anna go. 

And that was the result that Wei Yu was happy to see. 

Wei Yu laughed and said meaningfully, “What you are going to do is your business, and 
I won’t stop you. All right, if there is nothing else, I’ll go first.” 

Seeing Wei Yu get up to leave, she said, “Miss Yu, bye.” 

The two over there ended their conversation. 

And Anna, however, knew the storm was coming. 

… 

Now the situation was not friendly to Anna. 

Someone who wanted to hurt her was living with her and it was impossible for her to 
guard against it. 
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Chapter 482 You’re Just Intolerable 

Although the situation was difficult, it was also a chance to get her aunt and cousin out 
of her life completely. However, it was not easy to decide how to do it. And Anna hadn’t 
decided if she would completely cut off her relationship with her aunt. 

How to do it is more tricky 

Just as Anna was hesitating, she heard the doorbell. Then she jogged over to the door. 



When she saw the person standing outside the door, she was surprised. “Chuxue?” 

“What’s that look on your face? You’re not happy to see me?” Chuxue Ye said with a 
smile, and then walked in. 

“Is Yulin not here?” asked Chuxue. 

“Yes, he seems to be quite busy lately, so he rarely comes here.” 

Then Anna went to the kitchen and poured two cups of tea and put them in front of 
Chuxue. 

Chuxue sat on the sofa, picked up the tea and took a sip. “Why didn’t you even answer 
my phone calls? I thought something had happened to you.” 

“You called me?” Anna took out her phone and then shrugged. “It ran out of battery.” 

“With such rumors, there’s bound to be a lot of calls hara.ssing you, so it’s good to turn 
it off.” 

Anna then laughed bitterly, “So you saw that story too.” 

“Yeah, but I don’t believe it. I know very well the relationship between you and Yulin. 
That is simply bullsh!t.” 

Anna felt relieved to have a friend who believed in her. 

“Thank you, Chuxue.” 

“You’re my friend. Of course I trust you.” 

Just as the two sat in the living room chatting, Anna’s cousin came out of the room. He 
was sleepy-eyed. 

“Who’s that making noise over here? It disturbed my sleep.” said he impatiently. 

When he saw Chuxue, he suddenly got excited. 

His was ogling Chuxue, which made people uncomfortable. 

Chuxue frowned slightly. “Anna, who is he?” 

“He is my cousin, staying here for a few days.” 

Then he sat between Anna and Chuxue. “Hello, May I have your name, please?” He 
asked with a smile. 



Chuxue didn’t really want to talk to him, so she just kept quiet. 

Anna frowned. She reached out to tug her cousin. “She’s a friend of mine.” 

“I can’t know your friend?” 

“Don’t waste your time. She is out of your league.” said Anna. 

Hearing her, he was displeased. “Soon, I will be the manager of Xiao Group. Why am I 
not worthy of her?” 

“Chuxue is from a prestigious family. She won’t like the type of person you are. “ 

“Then I have to know her even more.” 

“Please go back to your room, just leave us alone.” Anna immediately warned. “Or get 
out of my house.” 

He was very unhappy, but he couldn’t offend Anna now. He could only hold back his 
anger and went back to his room. 

Seeing him leave, Chuxue asked. “What’s going on here? I’m a little confused.” 

Anna laughed bitterly. “It’s a long story. In brief, he pesters me and lives here.” 

“Does Yulin not know this?” 

Anna lowered her head and said in a light tone. “Yeah, I haven’t told him this yet. I plan 
to handle it myself.” 

Chuxue frowned and pondered when she heard a heavy footstep coming. 

She looked up and saw a woman standing in front of her, staring at her viciously. 

With her crossed hands resting in her front, her aunt questioned in a cold voice. “Anna, I 
just heard my son say that you humiliated him.” 

 

“He asked for it. I warned him.” Anna said. 

“I know you have a powerful protector, but you don’t have to be so mean to your 
cousin.” said she deliberately. 

Then she raised her eyebrows and looked at Chuxue. 



“This girl is nothing special. Why is my son not good enough for her?” 

Anna held back her anger. “I’ll say it again, this is my friend. You guys stay away from 
her.” 

“She may also become your sister-in-law.” 

“Sorry, I have a boyfriend.” said Chuxue. 

“Never mind. Since my son likes you, you two can get along for a while.” said Anna’s 
aunt. 

“Didn’t you hear what I said?” said Chuxue angrily. “You’re just intolerable.” 

“What kind of att!tude is that? It’s your good fortune that my son can be interested in 
you!” 

Chuxue was already very restrained. If not for Anna’s sake, she would have lost her 
temper at this moment. 

Anna looked at Chuxue apologetically, and then turned to her aunt. “Aunt, you better not 
anger my friend, or you are going to be in trouble. And I won’t help you.” 

“Hmph, you don’t help us often either.” 

“So, this time I still won’t help you” 

Seeing that Anna didn’t budge, her aunt didn’t want to turn on her for the moment. She 
then turned around and left. 

Chuxue got a little angry. “Anna, these two people are not good. Aren’t you asking for 
trouble by letting them stay?” 

“They come to trouble me. I can’t get rid of them.” said Anna helplessly. 

“I can help you.” 

“Thank you, but I want to handle it myself.” 

“Don’t worry. It’s a piece of cake for me.” 

“It’s just that I don’t want you to get involved in such things.” said Anna. 

Chuxue still insisted on helping her, but in the end she gave up on her idea. “Fine, I 
respect your choice. However, if there’s something you need my help, let me know.” 



After they chatted for a while, Chuxue left the apartment. 

Anna’s aunt stood there at the window and watched hatefully as Chuxue left in a car. 
Then she came up with a ruse to fix Anna. 

After dinner, Anna was in her room reading a book. But such peace was soon 
interrupted by a loud voice. 

“Anna, I cooked some soup. You can have some.” shouted her aunt. 

“Thank you, but I don’t want to have it.” Anna said impatiently. 

“Are you still angry with me? Sometimes I am straightforward, but I don’t have any bad 
intentions, please don’t be mad at me.” 

Her aunt’s att!tude changed so quickly that Anna felt weird. 

Putting down the book, Anna deliberately asked. “Why did you suddenly talk to me so 
gently?” 

“I have no intention of fighting with you for anything. It was just for your cousin, so I had 
to do something. But ah, we are still family, don’t you think so?” 

Thinking of her mother, Anna’s look was not as serious as before. 

Auntie took the opportunity to push the soup forward. “The soup is about to get cold, 
you better drink it now.” 

Anna didn’t want to have it, but her aunt was staring at her. So she had to take a couple 
of sips. Her aunt was not satisfied and let her have it all. 

Not long after, Anna suddenly felt her stomach churning, and finally she rushed to the 
bathroom and vomited up, throwing up everything she had just eaten. It took more than 
two hours for Anna to feel better in her stomach. Lying in bed, she didn’t even have the 
strength to raise her hands. 

Looking weakly at the ceiling, Anna wondered if her aunt had put drugs in the soup in 
order to torment her. 

Before she could rest for a while, her cell phone suddenly rang. She struggled to get it 
and picked it up. 

The caller was Anna’s agent. 

“Anna, there’s an interview. A car will pick you up tomorrow morning at nine o’clock.” 



“Okay, I got it.” 

Hanging up the phone, Anna took a deep breath, and then prepared to take a shower 
and go to bed early. 

The next day, the driver called Anna. When she was ready to go out, her aunt 
appeared. 

“You’re going out?” her aunt asked. 

“I have schedule today.” 

“Be careful on the way, bye.” Before she left the house, her aunt was waving at her with 
a big smile. 

Her aunt’s odd behavior made Anna feel strange. In fact, her aunt had become very odd 
since last night. 

But now Anna didn’t have the time to think about it. She soon got into the car. 

When she arrived at the TV station, Anna concentrated on her work and prepared to get 
into it. 

Sitting in front of the camera, the host began the interview when the lights came on 

Everything was going according to the process, and Anna just needed to keep a decent 
smile on her face. 

However, just when the interview was five minutes away from ending, the host suddenly 
changed the topic. 

“Well, we’ve added a new topic today. We are to explore the little secrets of celebrities 
to stay beautiful.” 

“It isn’t in the script given yesterday. Did the staff forget to remind me?” Anna was 
puzzled, but she still kept a smile on her face 

“I believe viewers are curious about what secret celebrities have to keep themselves 
beautiful. Today we’ll explore Miss Xie’s makeup bag and see what will be inside.” The 
host said. 

Hearing this, Anna felt bored. She guessed it must have been requested by a makeup 
sponsor. In a moment, in her makeup bag, there would definitely be the brand she 
endorsed. 

“Why didn’t anyone tell me it in advance?” Anna thought. 



The assistant brought the makeup bag. Anna watched the host take out the contents 
one by one. But when the host turned out a packet of white powder, everyone froze. 
Anna suddenly felt that things were a bit weird. 

Just as the crowd was puzzled, Anna smiled. “This is my herbal medicine for cough. 
With all the recent activities, my throat is not very comfortable, so I asked the doctor to 
help me prescribe the medicine.” 

“Oh, so it is. Miss Xie is a workaholic. No wonder your career is getting better and 
better.” said the host. 

“I just found a job I like and am willing to work hard for it. I’m a lucky person, and I hope 
everyone else is too.” 

“Then good luck to everyone as well. That’s all for today’s show, thank you, Anna.” 

After the interview, Anna thanked the staff. She then picked up her makeup bag, walked 
to the dressing room with her assistant 
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Chapter 483 A Selfish Woman 

Anna Xie took a deep breath and turned around. She looked at her assistant and asked, 
“There is a new segment added to the activity, why didn’t you tell me?” 

It was the first time the assistant saw Anna lose her temper, she froze and said timidly, 
“I didn’t know that you didn’t know that, and I thought that it had all been 
communicated.” 

“I didn’t mention the makeup bag at all before the shooting, nor did I organize it, don’t 
you think it’s strange?” 

The assistant looked bewildered and shook her head. 

“Well.” 

Anna smiled and said a word, but that smile, however, made people tremble. 

Carefully looking at Anna, the assistant asked, “Sister Anna, are you all right?” 

“I’m fine, but you, may have to change an employer.” 

The assistant was stunned and asked, “What do you mean?” 



“I mean, you’re fired!” 

Anna said, got up and left. 

And the assistant stayed where she was, and her face was full of helplessness. 

When she returned to her apartment from the office, Anna looked very tired. 

Auntie was watching TV, and when she saw Anna coming back, she immediately got up 
and welcomed her. 

“You’re back so early today, I thought it would be very late.” 

Anna hung her head and said, “I’m tired, I’ll go to my room first.” 

“Well, when dinner is ready, I’ll bring it to you.” 

Anna ignored her auntie and closed the door. 

Her cousin chewed gum in his mouth and said carelessly, “It’s not so good to be in the 
entertainment industry, look at Anna, she’s so tired every day.” 

At this moment, auntie didn’t smile, said coldly: “You only see she is tired, but you didn’t 
see how popular she is. People shouldn’t be greedy, or in the end, they will get nothing.” 

After taking a shower, Anna wiped her hair with a towel. 

Auntie carried the meal and knocked on Anna’s door with a smile. 

“Anna, you must not have eaten dinner, I made you clay pot rice, just have some.” 

Auntie had always been lazy, how could she take the initiative to cook for her? There 
must be something wrong here. 

After looking at her auntie, Anna said, “Thank you.” 

“Don’t always think about losing weight and not eating. Women, it’s better to be plump 
and have good fortune. You are going to be a noble lady, you need more meat to look 
rich.” 

Auntie chattered on and on, and Anna felt more annoyed. 

Patiently dealing with the situation, Anna sent her auntie away. 

Then, she looked at the clay pot rice and frowned slightly. 



Getting up, Anna poured the bowl of rice into the toilet, then took out some cookies from 
her bag to eat. 

From that day on, Anna didn’t even eat or even drink water at home. 

But she disguised herself so well in front of her auntie that she didn’t notice. 

Auntie only thought that Anna was keeping in shape and ate very little on purpose. 

But it didn’t matter, as long as she fell into the trap, Anna, was finished! 

A few days later, a shocking news came overwhelmingly. 

A new star in the film and television industry, suspected of drug taking, had been 
controlled by the police. 

A crowd of people was watching the scene of bustle, they were waiting for the police to 
give the results of the urine test, and then cut off the star’s acting career and completely 
disappear from the acting world. 

However, things turned around when the urine test results showed that the star was 
innocent. 

Soon, the star held a press conference to denounce the false report and cried about the 
fact that she was framed. 

Taking advantage of this conference, the star also explained the false reports from the 
last time and pointed the finger at her auntie. 

In the star’s accusation, her vampire-like aunt was exposed, and all the abominable acts 
were scorned by people. 

Not only that, the police also intervened in the matter and directly arrested her auntie 
and her cousin. 

Now, Anna’s life finally returned to peace and Qiqi was able to return to her apartment. 

Having solved a big problem, Anna should be happy. 

However, Anna felt so tired and exhausted that she really wanted to leave everything 
here and found a place where no one knew her and hid herself away. 

But Anna didn’t have the chance to do so, and soon, another trouble came to her. 

…… 



Inside the luxurious restaurant, Anna and Yulin Xiao were sitting face to face. 

The melodious violin music made the atmosphere peaceful. 

Yulin moved elegantly cutting the steak and telling Anna interesting things. 

Although Yulin’s words were humorous, Anna’s smiled unwillingly. 

She knew that Yulin had invited her to dinner today, not to tell jokes. 

Sure enough, after a while, Yulin put down his knife and fork and sighed. 

 

“Anna, I’ve been waiting for you to tell me the truth.” 

A trace of discomfort flashed across her lowered eyebrows. 

Raising her head and meeting Yulin’s eyes, Anna didn’t hide anymore. 

“I know what I’m doing on my own, I can solve it myself.” 

“That’s your solution?” 

“I cleared my name, isn’t that the solution?” 

Yulin shook his head and said, “This is only your solution, but not mine. Anna, you are 
still selfish.” 

This accusation made Anna feel baffled. 

“On the surface, you used this incident to get rid of the troublesome relatives, Wei Yu 
who had bad intentions, and you also raised your popularity. But what about me, my 
family, would they let me get involved with a woman with such a complicated 
background?” 

These words made Anna stunned. 

So, what Yulin was worried about was this. 

Her smile suddenly became a little bitter, Anna bowed her head, said: “I am such a 
person, I can’t hide that I am poor. In the time of dating me, you should already know. 
Now if you regret, you can also ……” 

“Anna!” 



Before Anna finished her words, Yulin suddenly called out to her in a very serious 
manner. 

“What I want to hear, is not that!” 

“Then what do you want to hear?” 

“Is it that difficult for you to rely on me to solve the problems?” 

Anna was silent and then said, “If I can solve it myself, why should I rely on others? You 
should be happy that I’m not troubling you.” 

“If two people are not willing to trouble each other, do you think, this relationship can still 
last?” 

When Yulin said this, his tone was a bit vicissitudes, which made Anna couldn’t help but 
look up. 

Their eyes met, but Anna suddenly heartily misplaced her eyes. 

Can I really rely on him? 

Anna asked herself but only found there was no answer, or rather, she simply did not 
have the courage to think about the answer. 

Yulin’s love was like a mountain, Anna stood on it and enjoyed the picturesque scenery, 
but she could also fall into the abyss in a moment. 

Anna wanted to control herself whether to go forward or backward. 

But now, Yulin wanted to deprive her right, Anna was afraid, but also more uneasy. 

Yulin looked at Anna with eagerness. 

But Anna’s long silence made him disappointed. 

The lowered eyelashes covered the anger in his eyes, Yulin got up and said coldly, “I’ll 
send you back.” 

On the way back, no one spoke. 

Until Anna walked to the door of the apartment, Yulin did not say a word. 

Anna sighed, then opened the door. 

Hearing the sound of the door opening, Qiqi ran out from inside. 



At this moment, Qiqi still had a mask on her face, and when she saw Anna, she was 
stunned. 

“Huh, didn’t you go to dinner with Yulin, why this expression?” 

Throwing the bag onto the sofa, Anna sat on it with a tired expression. 

“Don’t mention it, we had a cold war.” 

“Ah, why?” 

“Because ……” 

Because what? I couldn’t act like a little woman to rely on him? 

Anna smiled, feeling herself really stupid. 

Yulin wanted her to rely on him, she’d better agree, even if she could not do so, just 
said something nice to coax him, why she must be so candid to make him unhappy? 

The reason for the quarrel really made her speechless . 

Seeing Anna’s bitter expression, Qiqi did not ask further questions, said: “Forget it, take 
a shower, then go to bed.” 

“Okay.” 

Patting Anna’s shoulder again, Qiqi turned around and went back to the room. 

Anna sat there alone for a long time before she slowly stood up like an old crone, and 
went back to her room. 

On the other side – 

Inside a bar, men and women gathered together, recklessly enjoying the life. 

But in the corner, a man just drank without saying anything. 

The man was not badly dressed, and his appearance was not bad at all, so the women 
around him were attracted by him. 

But none of them could succeed in talking to the man, they were all scolded away by 
the man. 

After a long time, there was another person sitting next to Yulin. 



Yulin was about to raise his head to reprimand, but paused for a moment when he saw 
her appearance. 

Tilting his head and drinking a glass of wine, Yulin’s voice was hoarse as he said, “Your 
purpose has been achieved, Anna and I quarreled, are you satisfied?” 

Wei looked at him calmly and said, “That’s not my purpose.” 

“Then what do you want, to see us completely break up? Wei, you can get married and 
have children, are you going to let me be alone?” 

“It’s not that I mind you getting a girlfriend, but I mind you finding the right person so 
quickly. As for me, I haven’t come out so far.” 

“You chose your own path, you can’t blame anyone else. Also, this time, I won’t just let 
it go. I will never show mercy to those who want to trouble me!” 

Hearing this threat, Wei smiled demonically instead of being worried. 

“Even if I will pay a great price for this, I am still happy.” 

“Are you crazy?” 

Approaching Yulin slowly, Wei laughed and said, “I’m certainly happy to see you being 
so sad because of others. And through this incident, I found a secret.” 

“What secret?” 

She slightly opened her res l!ps, Wei seemed to be unleashing a spell. She said, “Do 
you know why you two are in a cold war? Because Anna doesn’t love you so much, or 
rather, not as much as you hope.” 

These words made Yulin’s pupils shrink and he retorted, “You’re not her, so who are 
you to say that.” 

“Involvers always get confused while outsiders can be more clear.” 

“Hmph, just nonsense!” 

“Whether it’s nonsense or not, you know very well in your own heart. I know that you will 
not let me continue to stay in the Capital City, so I will leave soon. I believe we will not 
be able to see each other for a while, so, before I leave, I wish you break up early!” 

After saying that, Wei got up and left, while Yulin’s expression, gradually became 
hideous. 



Drinking one cup after another, Yulin became more and more manic, and finally, with a 
group of people approaching him, he exploded. 

Screaming, hissing, and the sound of breaking glass mixed together, it made people’s 
eardrums were going to turn into pieces. 

Yulin seemed to be powerful all the time, constantly swinging his fists, knocking down 
one people after another. 

But two fists couldn’t beat four hands, Yulin finally exhausted, fell to the ground. 

Under the paralysis of alcohol, Yulin could not feel pain. 

Before he passed out, he saw someone run to him, squatted down, and shielded him. 

Yulin was no longer in the mood to consider who the people was. 

He only felt that he was tired and wanted to sleep for a while. 

…… 

Anna was sleeping when she suddenly heard someone knocking on the door. 

Frowning and getting up, Anna went to open the door. 

But when she saw the person outside the door, she was awake instantly and only 
shocked. 

At this moment, standing outside the door, were Chuxue Ye and Zhao Nangong, and 
Yulin who hanging on Zhao’s body. 

Yulin had already passed out, and his body was still wounded. 

Although the wound had been treated, it still looked shocking. 

“Give way first.” 

Chuxue pushed aside Anna and asked Zhao to put Yulin on the sofa. 

Anna, who came back to her senses, asked, “What happened, why was he like this?” 

Chuxue took a deep breath and said, “Yulin went to a bar alone to get drunk, he drank 
too much and got into a fight with others. We received a call to pick him up, but he 
refused to go, no way, we had to say that we take him to see you, and only then he 
stopped going crazy.” 



“Get drunk!?” 

Anna couldn’t understand. 

Chuxue picked up a glass of water and took a sip, frowning with a disgusted look, and 
said, “Well, you quarrel, just quarrel okay? Don’t always make it so alarming. If there are 
a few more times like this, I will get a heart disease.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“Do not say sorry to me, now I have sent him to you, if there is a problem, you solve it 
yourselves.” 

After saying that, Chuxue and Zhao left. 

Sending the two of them out of the apartment, Anna turned back, looking at Yulin who 
was sleeping on the sofa, and didn’t know what to do. 

At this moment, Yulin was already drunk and unconscious. Anna helplessly looked at 
Qiqi who was woken up and said, “Help me move this guy to the room.” 

The two of them worked together to move Yulin to Anna’s room, and Anna prepared to 
und.ress him to take a bath. 

Qiqi left, and in the room, only Anna and Yulin were left. 

However, just when Anna was concentrating on unb.uttoning him, Yulin’s arm crossed 
and directly pressed Anna down. 

“Anna, you’re really hateful!” 

Yulin didn’t open his eyes and grunted hoarsely. 
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Being pressed by Yulin Xiao like this, Anna Xie felt very uncomfortable. 

She pushed Yulin hard, but could not shake him. 

Why was this guy so heavy? …… 

Anna was helpless and said, “Ahem, let go of me!” 



Yulin not only did not let her go, but also h.ugged her more tightly. 

At this moment, he was like a child who had lost a toy, his voice was full of accusations, 
saying: “Why can you play the field but refuse to give your heart to me? Could it be that 
I am so unworthy to be trusted by you?” 

Yulin’s words made Anna stunned. 

Dropping his head to Anna’s ear, Yulin hummed, “You left yourself a way out, didn’t 
you? Because you don’t love me enough? Do you want me to pull out my heart for you 
to see before you are satisfied? Anna, you are a bastard!” 

Looking away guiltily, Anna murmured, “Yulin, you’re drunk.” 

“Yes, only I am drunk would make you despise me so much and yet you can’t do 
anything.” 

“Stop talking, take a shower and sleep, we’ll talk in the morning.” 

Anna wanted to stand up. 

But Yulin pressed his whole body on the bed, playing like a child, saying, “I’m not taking 
a bath, and I’m not going to sleep!” 

“But you are smelly.” 

“Anna, you think I am smelly! Then just enjoy it!” 

After saying that, Yulin was like an octopus, h.ugging Anna tightly. 

Anna really wanted to cry. 

“Please, don’t be so childish!” 

But what responding to Anna, was the sound of steady breathing. 

Oh my god- 

Anna looked at the ceiling in utter despair. 

Early the next morning- 

Yulin slept very well this night, feeling that the mattress was so soft, and also very 
fragrant. 

He moved his body and suddenly sank downward. 



Such a feeling made Yulin suddenly woke up and twisted his head to look around, he 
looked confused. 

“Yulin, good morning!” 

A soft female voice made Yulin immediately twist his head and look at the woman next 
to him. 

Anna!? 

At this moment, Anna was lying on the bed, with a look of despair on her face, and dark 
eye circles. 

He pointed at Anna’s eyes, Yulin asked, “Why are your black circles so dark?” 

Slapping Yulin’s hand away, Anna complained, “You ask me? Because of you!!!” 

“Me? What happened?” 

Seeing that Yulin didn’t remember anything, Anna was so angry. 

“Yulin, don’t tell me that you forgot what happened last night.” 

“I really don’t remember, what did I do?” 

“You drank in a bar, and fought with people. You didn’t return your own home, but came 
here, and, you refused to take a shower, so smelly!!!” 

Anna was more and more angry, and finally sat up directly. 

If her limbs weren’t stiff and couldn’t move, she would have beaten Yulin up! 

Yulin slowly recalled the events of yesterday, angry and helpless. 

“Anna, your focus was a bit strange, shouldn’t you ask me why I was drunk?” 

“Why?” 

“Think for yourself!” 

After saying that, Yulin stood up, and walked into the bathroom. 

Looking at the tightly closed bathroom door, Anna was exasperated and laughed. 

“Well, this guy, he did something wrong, but still looks like he’s justified, he is really 
abominable!” 



Qiqi slept all night, as soon as she washed up and went out, she saw Yulin sit on the 
sofa with a taut face, no smile at all. 

And Anna lowered her head and rubbed her wrists, and later moved her wa!st, as if she 
was very tired. 

It seemed that they had a very good time last night …… 

Thinking about this, Qiqi shook, and thought she should leave this place as soon as 
possible. 

“Uh, I have to go back to school later, and I will be back late, if you guys have anything, 
just take your time to solve.” 

After saying that, Qiqi gave Anna a look and then slipped away. 

“Qiqi, you haven’t eaten breakfast yet!” 

“I’m not hungry!” 

After saying that, Qiqi closed the door, and in the room, only Anna and Yulin were left 
again. 

The atmosphere, seemed to become a little weird …… 

After taking a deep breath, Anna turned back and glared at Yulin, and asked, “Say, what 
do you want to do.” 

Yulin still had his arms around his c.hest, his jaw raised, and ordered, “It’s not what I 
want, but you have to apologize to me.” 

“Are you kidding? You are the one who got drunk, you are the one who fought, you are 
the one who caused me to stay awake all night, why should I apologize!” 

“But you’re the one who caused me to be sad!” 

Uh …… 

This guy, was he arguing or pouting? 

Because of his simple words, Anna’s momentum instantly weakened and said, “Who 
caused you to be sad, it’s obviously you who’s being narrow-minded.” 

 



Seeing that Anna kept refusing to give in, Yulin’s stubbornness also came up and said, 
“Well, you still haven’t realized your mistake yet. Anna, I have already given you a 
chance, but you don’t know how to cherish it!” 

After saying that, Yulin got up and was about to leave. 

“Yulin.” 

Anna suddenly called out to Yulin, which made Yulin’s heart soften. 

In fact, he did not want to fight with Anna, as long as Anna said something nice, coaxed 
him, he could pretend that nothing had happened. 

Looking sideways at Anna, Yulin unconsciously softened his voice and asked, “What 
for?” 

Anna looked calm and said sincerely, “Even if you are angry, don’t go drinking and 
cause trouble for others.” 

Yulin’s l!ps moved and finally squeezed out a few words. 

“Anna, you are very good!” 

After saying this, Yulin no longer stayed and left the apartment straight away. 

Bang… 

Yulin closed the door very hard and Anna sat helplessly on the chair. 

She knew what Yulin wanted to hear, but she could not say the words to please him. 

Anna knew that her position was not as good as Yulin. 

But was this the reason why she deliberately pleased others? 

She didn’t want to depend on anyone, nor did she want to look at anyone’s face, she 
wanted to stand squarely by Yulin’s side, was that extravagant hopes? 

Thinking of this, Anna closed her eyes in pain. 

In the next few days, Yulin disappeared. 

He did not contact Anna anymore, as if they had never met. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that Anna had kept Yulin’s cell phone number in her cell phone, 
she would have thought that this time was just an illusion. 



And Anna was getting more and more busy, not even had time to eat, she thought, took 
advantage of this time, let they calm down, and thought about the future. 

They were not anxious, but the people around them, were so anxious. 

Not to mention Qiqi, she saw Anna didn’t say anything, she was so anxious that the 
corners of the mouth were blistered. 

But Qiqi said a lot, Anna only had such words: let nature take its course. 

If they really did like this, it was not dangerous? 

And Yulin was also not good. 

It seemed that Yulin was okay, his life and work were as usual, he would also make 
jokes or go to the bar. 

But people all knew, this guy was holding fire in his heart. 

If the fire was not eliminated one day, it would be more and more, and finally completely 
erupted, burned himself, also involved people around him. 

Their friends did not want to see they were in this situation, so they wanted to find an 
opportunity to talk with them. 

The first thing Chuxue Ye needed to do was to find an opportunity to ask Anna out for 
dinner. 

Now that Anna had gained some fame, she would be recognized by fans in public. 

In order to have a quiet chat, Chuxue made a big deal of chartering the whole 
restaurant, and there were only two of them customers. 

From a distance, seeing Anna approaching, Chuxue smiled brightly. 

“Well, it’s not easy to meet with you, Anna.” 

Sitting across from Chuxue, Anna laughed and said, “Just stop making fun of me, just 
look how busy I’ve become.” 

“Although you are very tired, I see that you are quite happy. After all, it’s something you 
love, even if it’s hard, it’s still worth it.” 

Anna nodded emotionally and said, “Yes, this is my dream, and I am lucky to have the 
opportunity to work for it now.” 



Chuxue gave a deep sigh and said, “Hey, you are lucky, but some people, unlucky.” 

Anna knew who Chuxue was talking about, so she did not continue to answer. 

She wanted to avoid the topic, but Chuxue did not give her this opportunity, she took the 
initiative to pick the topic, said: “Well, you two still have not reconciled?” 

Anna gently shook her head and said, “Not yet.” 

Chuxue was puzzled, she said, “I just don’t understand, why would it be like this?” 

“There are some problems that are always there.” 

“If there are problems, just solve them.” 

This time, Anna sighed. 

“But there’s no way to solve them, what Yulin wants, I can’t give it to him.” 

Seeing Anna’s appearance, Chuxue said, “You have a knot in your heart.” 

Anna thought for a moment and said, “Maybe.” 

“If this knot is not untied, you will always be twisted between you two, no one is happy. 
And this knot, only you can untie.” 

“Me?” 

Anna thought carefully, but felt that this was simply a dead knot which couldn’t be 
untied. 

Seeing that Anna did not speak again, Chuxue propped up her jaw with one hand and 
said, “I can see that you love Yulin, otherwise you would not be so anxious.” 

This time, Anna did not deny it and said, “Yes, I love him.” 

“Since you love him, then any problem can be solved, it’s just a matter of time. Don’t put 
too much pressure on yourself, I will also go to ask Yulin and see what his reaction is.” 

“You don’t even need to ask, I will know what his reaction is.” Anna looked disappointed 
and said, “He must be waiting for me to apologize, to coax him, to say some nice words. 
As long as I’m willing to bow down, this storm will pass peacefully.” 

Hearing this, Chuxue was full of puzzlement and asked, “If you know all this, why don’t 
you go and do it?” 



“The problem is solved this time, but what about the future? What Yulin wants is all my 
love and dependence, he wants me to live for him.” 

“I have nothing but my pride. If I lose, then I will be in ruins. And that, is my deepest 
concern.” 

After hearing Anna’s words, Chuxue did not speak for a long time. 

After being quiet for a long time, Chuxue only said a few simple words. 

“Anna, you love him too humbly.” 

Anna smiled bitterly and said, “Maybe, I’ve never been confident in front of Yulin.” 

Chuxue had always been a confident girl, enjoying the best and getting the best, never 
knowing what it was like to live in the lower class, so she didn’t know what to say now. 

Scratching her hair, Chuxue said, “I’m sorry, I don’t know how to comfort you either.” 

“Don’t say sorry, you are also here to help me, I understand you. The food is getting 
cold, let’s eat.” 

Anna showed a sweet smile to Chuxue, but Chuxue knew that behind that smile, there 
would be bitterness. 

After eating, Chuxue sent Anna back to her apartment, and then returned home. 

As soon as she entered the door, Chuxue saw Zhao Nangong waiting for her. 

“How was it?” 

Facing everyone’s eager gaze, Chuxue shook her head. 

“Well, there’s not much progress on our side either.” 

“Then what should we do, just watch the two of them live like this?” 

After a moment of silence, Jingyan Ye said, “What should be said, what should be done, 
we have done, now, we have to see them break through their heart demons.” 

Thinking of what Anna said, Chuxue sighed: “Yes, this is indeed a heart demon.” 

…… 

It is said that work is the best way to eliminate sadness, Anna and Yulin both used work 
to numb themselves. 



One was working overtime, the other was acting and taking part in entertainment 
programs, they were so busy. 

Although when they were busy, they could forget everything. 

If they were quiet, their brains were attacked by each other, the voice and smile, past 
experiences, they recalled all these over and over again. 

Although it was very torturous, there was no way. 

Looking down at her cell phone, he hadn’t call her for more than ten days. 

Would he never come to her anymore? 

The thought just popped up in her mind when her phone rang. 

Anna’s heart tightened and she looked at the number. 

Unfortunately, it was not Yulin’s number. 

A trace of disappointment crossed her heart, Anna picked it up and answered “hello”. 

Although Anna’s voice was very low, the other party was very excited and said, “Anna, 
get ready, there is a party tomorrow that you need to attend.” 

“It’s just a party, why are you so excited?” 

“Because it’s not an ordinary party, you are specially invited by the organizer. Do you 
know what this means? You are seen by the organizers and they are interested in you, 
so maybe it won’t be long before they come to me to discuss cooperation!” 

“You have said so much, who are they?” 

“I’m so excited. The organizer is the editor-in-chief of Aifei Fashion Magazine, Xiao 
Xiao. She is the devil of the fashion industry, if you can take advantage of the 
opportunity to have a good relationship with her, then the magazine cover will not be a 
problem.” 

Her agent was so happy that she was about to fly, but Anna felt very strange. 
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“For this kind of invitation, the news is usually given half a month in advance for 
publicity, so why is the news so hasty this time?” 

“It should be you replaced someone, a suddenly vacated place. Don’t think about too 
much, just do it. You rest well tonight, come to the company to dress up tomorrow.” 

“Well, got it.” 

Hanging up the phone, Anna Xie bowed her head and pondered. 

The girl who was doing Anna’s hair saw this and asked curiously, “Sister Anna, what’s 
wrong?” 

“Oh, I have to attend a party tomorrow.” 

“It’s a good thing, why aren’t you smiling at all?” 

“Because I think ……” Before she finished, Anna smiled to herself and said, “Well, 
maybe I’m thinking too much.” 

“Just don’t think that, you are too tired recently. I’ve worked with other stars, but none of 
them works as hard as you do, and I think you are so tired.” 

“If I don’t work hard, how can I become famous?” 

“Don’t you have a rich boyfriend? Many actresses enter the entertainment industry with 
the purpose of finding a rich man, now that you are famous now, you should relax.” 

The girl said rightfully, but Anna’s face lost color. 

“Why can’t I enter the entertainment industry for myself?” 

The girl didn’t hear Anna’s words and asked, “What?” 

“Nothing.” 

Being that it was time for Anna to go to shoot, she got up, adjusted herself and went to 
work. 

At the evening party – 

Because it was a party held by a fashion magazine, all the stars made effort to dress 
themselves up, either grandly or sweetly, and they were all glorious. 

But when Anna appeared, she became the only alternative on the scene. 



She wore simply, white suit, with black lace-up heels and a low ponytail, with addition of 
red l!ps, so that she looked so beautiful. 

Anna had always shown her sweet appearance, but now she had suddenly become so 
capable, which made an impression. 

Standing in front of the welcome table, Anna had one hand in her pocket, smiling lightly 
with heroism. 

Faced with such a special Anna, the media would not be stingy with the camera, and 
they focused on her to capture all kinds of shots. 

Seeing Anna lead the way, other actresses were naturally not convinced. 

But because of the man behind Anna, they could only be jealous while trying to please 
her. 

The ones who were willing to please her were some third or fourth-line stars, and Anna 
even didn’t know their names. 

Faced with these people’s ingratiation, Anna was a bit overwhelmed and could only face 
them with a light smile. 

Just when Anna was tired of dealing with it, there was a commotion at the entrance. 

Anna looked over, then she heard the chatter of others. 

“Wow, Master Xiao is here!” 

Hearing this name, Anna was stunned. 

“Who, Yulin Xiao?” 

“Yes.” 

“How come Master Xiao is here?” 

“I heard that he is the sponsor of this event.” 

“So that’s how it is.” 

“But Master Xiao is really handsome, it’s the first time I’ve seen him, much more 
handsome than on TV.” 

“It’s useless even if he’s handsome, he already has a girlfriend.” 



As the words fell, Anna felt someone cast a hot gaze at her. 

In other people’s opinion, Anna was going to flaunt. 

She was the center of attention, and now her rich boyfriend had appeared, so she was 
sure to be in a great position. 

But actually, Anna felt very helpless. 

How did he come, how did he come, how did he come …… 

At this moment, Anna, repeated such a phrase in her head. 

Anna did not know how to face Yulin, and did not know what to say to him. 

Also, was it really just a coincidence that Yulin attended the party today? 

When she was thinking that, Yulin had already walked over. 

Took a deep breath, Anna felt that no matter how they were having a fight, they couldn’t 
let others watch the fun, so she smiled. 

They were getting closer and closer, Anna stretched out her hand, and was ready to 
take Yulin’s arm, just like before. 

However, Yulin actually walked past her! 

Anna’s arm was still in air, and the smile on her face was still there, but Yulin was no 
longer in front of her. 

It happened so suddenly that the people around didn’t react, and then, they started to 
talk to each other. 

“What happened, isn’t she Yulin’s girlfriend, why did Master Xiao ignore her?” 

“Maybe, they broke up.” 

“Maybe, this woman is not famous, and not very beautiful, Master Xiao must be just 
screwing around. Now he is tired, and then forget it.” 

“Well, she held her head high just now, now she become a joke. People should not be 
too proud, otherwise he will be a joke!” 

The voices around became more and more unscrupulous, Anna’s face lost color. 

 



Anna was sad, not because of those sneers, but Yulin. 

He knew what this meant, yet he still did it, clearly deliberately giving her a hard time. 

The two of them, even if they couldn’t be lovers, they didn’t have to be like this, Yulin 
…… what exactly were you thinking? 

Dropping her arms, Anna walked to the corner and held back her tears with all her 
strength. 

“Miss Xie?” 

Hearing the voice, Anna quickly gathered her emotions and turned around, revealing a 
perfect smile. 

“Editor Xiao Xiao.” 

Unlike Anna who pretended to be an able woman, Xiao was a real able woman, she 
was exceptionally vigorous in work, and she had made her way in the fashion world by 
herself. 

Looking at the woman in front of her, Xiao smiled and said, “You’re just like I thought, 
seemingly soft, but strong.” 

Anna didn’t understand what Xiao meant by that, so she just smiled and didn’t say 
anything. 

“This kind of you fits well with our magazine’s style.” 

Anna was surprised and asked, “Then what do you mean?” 

“I admire you and hope we have the opportunity to work together.” 

Not expecting things to go this way, Anna couldn’t contain the smile on her face at all 
and said with a smile, “Really? It’s really my pleasure.” 

“Editor Xiao, you must not be fooled by her performance.” 

Anna still wanted to say something, but she heard a familiar voice behind her. 

Xiao looked straight at the man across from her, showing a confused expression, and 
asked, “What does Master Xiao say about this?” 

Glancing lightly at Anna, Yulin said, “Our big star Anna was so picky that even you took 
the initiative to find her, she simply does not care. Now she said it’s her pleasure, in 
fact, we don’t know what she is thinking about.” 



It was obvious that Yulin was here to pick a fight. 

This made Anna very angry. 

Although they were quarreling, work was work and private feelings were private 
feelings, how could he be so importunate because of that? 

Looking directly at Yulin, Anna also spoke very nonchalantly: “Master Xiao, your words 
are too much. You are not a roundworm in my stomach, how would you know what I am 
thinking?” 

Smiling at Anna, but this smile, however, did not reach the bottom of Yulin’s eyes. 

“Because you are at least my girlfriend, I believe that no one here will know you better 
than me.” 

“But ……” 

“Editor Xiao, I know a nice actress and would love to introduce her to you , this way 
please.” 

Before Anna finished, Yulin interrupted her and took Editor Xiao, away with him. 

Xiao looked at Anna apologetically, she couldn’t offend Yulin because of Anna, and 
said, “Sorry, Miss Xie, we’ll talk later.” 

After saying that, Xiao and Yulin left together and walked over to the other side. 

There, stood a young and beautiful actress, who was wearing a long red dress, sultry 
and beautiful. 

Seeing that Yulin took Xiao over, she tried her best to please Editor Xiao, and even her 
face was a bit distorted. 

But those were no longer important to Anna, at this moment she only felt her eyes sore 
and wanted to cry. 

She knew Yulin well and knew that Yulin was telling her with his actions what would 
happen if she didn’t rely on him. 

Indeed, there were many people on the scene waiting to please Yulin. 

But was it so unforgivable to not rely on him? Did she deserve it if she wanted to 
succeed with her own sk!lls? 

Anna could not think, but also wanted to curse him. 



And Yulin over there, did not look at Anna from the beginning to the end, he stood with 
a smile beside the actress, as if he had found a new love. 

Such a change made the people present instantly understand that Anna had turned into 
an ex-girlfriend, an ex-girlfriend who was not famous. 

The crowd treated her with gloating, contempt and ridicule, as well as pity and sighs. 

But their reaction, Anna did not care. 

She only wanted to know, Yulin really did not care about anything anymore? Was he 
capable of doing anything to get out of anger? 

She gently closed her eyes, Anna felt her heart ache. 

Rather, what should be done must continue to be done. 

Even though Anna was unhappy, she could not show it in front of others. 

Readjusting herself, Anna began to look for familiar faces in the field, or seniors she 
wanted to get to know. 

In this process, a woman wearing a trailing dress, walked past her. 

“Oops, don’t you even have eyes when you walk, you stepped on my dress!” 

The woman’s voice was sharp and immediately made the crowd look over. 

Yulin also heard it, but he didn’t turn around, he just held the wine glass in his hand 
tightly. 

Anna looked at her feet, there was a little distance from the woman’s dress. 

So, it was another one who came to pick a fight. 

But the woman who was looking for trouble looked very familiar. 

Anna thought about it and remembered that she was the woman who had just flattered 
her. 

This person was really realistic, just thought she was gaining power, so she came to 
flatter her. 

Now that she had lost her power, then she began to pick a fight. She was really like a 
dog wagging its tail to beg for mercy. 



But Anna did not want to start an argument with her, she said in a low voice: “Sorry.” 

After saying that, Anna wanted to bypass this woman and walk away. 

But Anna’s low profile did not made the woman satisfied, she was full of disgust and 
said, “Really stupid, people like you, how are you qualified to come here!” 

The crowd’s gaze, which had been drifting to this side as if nothing was happening. 

Now when they saw they arguing, they immediately watched the fun. 

As for Anna, she had already had enough of this woman’s jeers, she frowned and said. 

“It’s not you invited me here, there’s no need for you to worry about such a thing.” 

“You ……” the woman was momentarily speechless by Anna’s counterattack, she 
thought for a moment and decided to touch her sore sp0t, “Humph, be dumped, how 
dare you flaunt your b.ravado here, so cheeky! “ 

The woman’s words did work, Anna’s heart hurt. 

She did not want to continue this boring game, nor did she want to pay attention to what 
the woman was saying, but wanted to walk around her. 

But the woman was in the middle of something, so how could she let Anna go just like 
that? 

The woman suddenly called Anna’s name, and Anna stopped and turned her head 
slightly sideways. 

“Look out!” 

After saying that, a glass of water was splashed on Anna’s face. 

The woman’s face was full of surprise, as if the person who just splashed water was not 
her. 

Covering her l!ps with her hand, the woman said, “I’m really sorry, I just can’t hold it, are 
you okay?” 

Humph, she wouldn’t know if she was okay or not? 

Anna calmly took out the handkerchief and glared at the woman with fierce eyes. 

The woman froze for a moment, and it was this moment that Anna turned around and 
left straight away. 



The woman who came back to her senses was angry and complained at Anna’s back: 
“What kind of eyes, I said I didn’t mean it, why are you looking at me like that, it’s really 
annoying!” 

As the woman spoke, her eyes kept glancing at Yulin. 

Found that he had a smile at the corner of his mouth, she was very happy. 

She thought what just happened, Yulin had seen. 

If her behavior could make Yulin happy, then there was hope to make friends with him. 

The woman was not the only one who had such thoughts here. 

There were several actors also had same thought, but they couldn’t do too much. 

But there were ways to make things difficult for her in secret. 

So, on Anna’s way out, an actor stopped Anna. 

“Miss Xie, we have worked together before, do you still have an impression of me?” 

“A …… a little bit impressed.” 

“Since we know each other, let’s have a drink.” 

Anna was stunned and reminded, “But I have to clean myself.” 

At this moment, Anna, with water still dripping from her hair, looked wretched. 

But he did not care what Anna said, handed her a glass of wine, said enthusiastically: 
“Aye, it’s not too late to have a drink before you go. Come on, I’ll drink first.” 

She had no choice but to drink the wine in the cup, hoping to get out of such a dilemma 
as soon as possible. 

But Anna drank the wine, only then did the trouble increase. 

Seeing Anna drinking, other actors also gathered around, one by one, all asking Anna 
to drink. 

One or two glasses, Anna could still drink. 

But after drinking, they could always think of new excuses to make Anna keep drinking. 



One after another, Anna couldn’t stand it anymore, her face was slightly red and her 
steps were weak. 

No, she couldn’t drink any more. 

Anna frowned slightly and began to refuse to drink. 

This stirred up a hornet’s nest, some people were not happy, began to say cold words, 
like she was famous and became arrogant, did not put the seniors in her eyes. 
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But Anna Xie made up her mind, just did not drink, so they could do nothing about it. 

But there was a bold man, even reached out to stop Anna, and even touched her body 
from time to time. 

Anna drank too much, her body was not very insensitive. She just wanted to go back to 
sleep and not think about anything. 

“Miss Xie, are you very tired now and want to sleep?” 

“Yes.” 

“Then let me send you to rest.” 

“Okay.” 

Just as the actor put his arm around Anna’s shoulders and was about to take her away, 
a strong wind came over and shook the actor away at once. 

“Do you want to die?” 

Yulin Xiao was full of shock and anger, and his eyes stared at the men fiercely. 

The crowd froze, thinking what happened, why did Yulin helped this woman, didn’t they 
have no relationship anymore? 

Yulin frowned and ordered those men, “Pack your things and get out of Capital City 
immediately! Also, don’t let me see you in the entertainment circle, otherwise, you will 
die!” 



As soon as these words came out, those people immediately begged for mercy, hoping 
that Yulin would forgive them. 

But Yulin was not moved at all, and even told his people to drag these people out and 
not to make any more noise to him. 

His actions made people dumbfounded, they simply could not understand what Yulin 
actually mean. 

And the person in his arms, moved slightly. 

“Yulin, you are noisy!” 

Yulin frowned more tightly and rebuked: “Are you a pig, just let people bully you!” 

“The one who bullied me is you, Yulin, you’re the pig! It’s your fault, it’s all your fault!!!” 

“It seems that you still don’t know you are wrong!” 

Saying that, Yulin picked up Anna horizontally and left with big steps. 

Seeing the scene just now, the crowd gathered together and talked about it. 

“So, the two were just arguing and didn’t break up.” 

“God, luckily I didn’t do anything to Anna just now, otherwise I would have been in 
trouble.” 

The actress who had just deliberately sought trouble with Anna had gone limp to the 
ground, she already knew what she was going to face in the future. 

As for Editor-in-Chief Xiao Xiao, she looked at the direction Anna left and slightly 
hooked her l!ps. 

She said to the assistant beside her, “Make arrangements to prepare for the 
cooperation project with Anna.” 

“OK.” 

Yulin drove Anna home, and the whole journey was fast. 

Anna leaned on the back of the seat, swaying , she was very uncomfortable. 

Finally, she couldn’t stand it and slapped the car door, protesting, “Can you drive 
slower, I’m dizzy.” 



“Now that you know you’re uncomfortable, why did you just drink too much.” 

Although he was mocking, Yulin still slowed down the speed to make the car smoother. 

Slightly narrowing her eyes and looking sideways at Yulin, Anna hummed and said, “It’s 
just because of you, if it wasn’t because you deliberately made things difficult, would 
those people have come to trouble me?” 

“The one who doesn’t want to rely on me is you, I’m just doing what you want, let you 
face everything with your own strength.” 

“Yes, I just want to face everything by my own power, why do you suddenly come out!” 

Anna’s questioning, made Yulin speechless. 

Re-closing her eyes, Anna curled up like a kitten and muttered, “I just want to rely on 
myself and move up one step at a time, is that so unforgivable?” 

“You are not unforgivable, you just met me.” Yulin was silent and then asked, “Did you 
regret meeting me?” 

The answer to Yulin was a long silence. 

He looked over, but found that Anna had fallen asleep. 

“You are really a pig, just eat and sleep!” 

The next day- 

Anna woke up with a splitting headache. 

Walking out of the room, Anna saw Qiqi cleaning the room and asked, “Qiqi, how did I 
come back yesterday?” 

Seeing Anna wake up, Qiqi immediately wanted to know some gossip. 

Leaving the mop behind, Qiqi immediately approached Anna and said, “It was Master 
Xiao who sent you back personally. You two, reconciled, right?” 

Reconciled? 

Anna looked confused, shook her head and said, “I don’t think so, because, I remember 
that we seemed to have quarreled.” 

“Ah, why did you fight again?” 



“Oops, I can’t remember, my head hurts.” 

Seeing Anna with this look, Qiqi was helpless. 

But looking at her uncomfortable look, Qiqi couldn’t ask any questions, she only said, “I 
made some porridge for you, I’ll bring it to you, have some first.” 

“Thanks.” 

Qiqi went to serve the porridge, and Anna sat on the sofa with her eyes closed. 

Suddenly, her phone rang in her hand. 

Lazily picking it up, Anna said “Hello”. 

“Anna, you’re awake?” 

“Yes, I just woke up.” 

“Then pack up and come to the office later to start a week of physical training.” 

 

Anna was stunned and asked, “Why is this so sudden?” 

“Remember Editor Xiao? She is very satisfied with you and has decided to work with 
you for the next magazine cover. In order for you to be in the best shape, you must train 
in advance.” 

Hearing the good news, Anna’s eyes changed and then said in a calm tone, “I know.” 

“Why do you sound so flat, what a great opportunity, you have to get excited and 
cooperate.” 

Anna hesitated for a moment and asked, “Editor Xiao, is it really because she 
appreciate me that she is going to work with me?” 

“Yes.” 

Although she got the answer, Anna didn’t believe it totally. 

“Anna, I know what you’re worried about, but sometimes, you think too much. You are a 
very promising actress, what you lack now, is a stage for you to shine. You’re going to 
be popular, sooner or later, and what’s the harm in having the opportunity to stand at 
the top of the entertainment industry a little sooner?” 



“Maybe, I’m overthinking it.” 

“Cheer up, all you have to do now is to seize the opportunity.” 

“Hmm, got it.” 

“Then pack up and come to the office as soon as you can, we have a lot of tasks to do.” 

“Okay.” 

Although her heart was in turmoil, Anna did not want to let her private mood affect her 
work, she adjusted herself and soon got into her work. 

In a twinkling, it was the day of the photo shoot. 

After a few days of training, Anna had improved a lot, from her grooming to her glowing 
appearance, she was like a glowing pearl that caught people’s eyes. 

In the camera, Anna made various postures freely and cooperated with the cameraman. 

After completing a set of styling, Anna took a short break while applying makeup. 

But just when she closed her eyes to recuperate, she suddenly heard the sound of 
commotion. 

Xiao was discussing the details of the set with the staff, and when she heard the sound, 
she looked back. 

And with this look, she couldn’t help but raise her eyebrows in surprise. 

“Master Xiao!?” 

This address made the end of Anna’s eyebrows move. 

But she did not move, nor did she look sideways. 

Yulin first looked around and spoke with Xiao only after confirming that Anna was there. 

“Today, we are here to discuss sponsorship. I Remember Editor Xiao said last time that 
there was a page that could be reserved for me to promote our company’s newly 
released products.” 

Xiao heard these words and immediately understood. 

This kind of trivial matter, just left it to the staff to do it, why he came here to discuss 
personally? It was clear that he had other purpose. 



Of course, Xiao would not let it clear, but nodded seriously and said, “Of course, if 
Master Xiao is interested, we can talk about the details right now.” 

“No, let’s talk about it after you finish.” 

“Okay, just wait a moment.” 

Xiao turned back around and looked in the direction of Anna. 

That woman was still putting on her makeup, and there was not fluctuation visible on 
her face. 

If it was someone else, she was afraid that at this moment, she would have rushed over 
excitedly and please Yulin. 

But Anna would never do so, either this woman had a deep heart and knew how to put 
a long line to catch a big fish, or she, was different, not willing to grovel. 

Xiao did not know which kind of people Anna belongs to. 

But this was not important to her. 

Discovering a promising star and finding a sponsor for the magazine, today’s task had 
been accomplished, and the rest was helping others attain their aims. 

She smiled slightly, and when she turned around, she looked at her assistant. 

The assistant nodded, then walked to her side and whispered something. 

Xiao raised her eyebrows, turned around, and gave an apologetic smile to Yulin. 

“I’m sorry, something happened suddenly in the editorial department, and I need to go 
back to have a meeting urgently.” 

“Take your time.” 

After finishing to Yulin, Xiao walked to Anna again and said, “Miss Xie, about half an 
hour, the shooting will continue, just have a rest.” 

“Okay.” 

Xiao led a group of people to leave, and inside the studio, only Yulin and Anna were left. 

The sudden silence made both of them look a little uncomfortable. 

“You ……” 



“You ……” 

They spoke at the same time and stopped at the same time. 

Yulin leaned backward on the railing, arms around his c.hest, raised his jaw at Anna, 
and said, “You first.” 

Anna lightly bit her red l!ps and hesitated before she said a very polite sentence. 

“Have you been busy with work lately?” 

Yulin, of course, was not satisfied. He lightly hummed and turned his head sideways, 
and said in a mocking tone, “Busy, busy as hell, not thinking about anything.” 

“That’s good.” 

Anna’s words, as if displeasing Yulin, he immediately questioned: “Good? It’s good?” 

Anna looked at Yulin and said, “Isn’t it good to live life to the fullest?” 

“Anna, not everyone is like you and likes to a.buse themselves with work!” 

Seeing that Yulin was about to lose his temper again, Anna helplessly said, “Forget it, 
let’s not talk about this topic, we’ll have another fight later.” 

“Hmph, you still know that talking about this will offend me, I thought you wanted me to 
die because of your words.” 

Anna originally wanted to talk calmly with Yulin. 

But just after some words, they were at swords’ points again, which made Anna a little 
tired. 

Slightly lowering her eyes, Anna said, “Yulin, don’t talk like that, I’m a little tired.” 

Anna’s initiative to show weakness did not make Yulin give up his snappy words, 
instead he frowned and asked, “Being with me makes you feel very tired?” 

“That’s not what I meant.” 

“Then what do you mean?” 

“I just hope you don’t talk with a thorn in your side, and since we are meeting, let’s talk 
properly. If we are quarreling, what is the point of meeting?” 



Yulin hummed, put his hands in his pockets and said, “I am not as conscious as the big 
star Anna, I can’t say the big words, I only know to laugh when I am happy, and quarrel 
if I am not happy.” 

“So are you happy now?” 

“Unhappy, very unhappy!” 

“Since we are both unhappy, why do we t0rture each other?” 

These words made Yulin stunned, then he glared at Anna fiercely and questioned in a 
cold voice, “Anna, what do you mean by that!” 

“I ……” 

“Forget it, you’d better stop, make me angry, you can’t afford the consequences of this!” 

Before Anna finished, Yulin turned around and left, his face as black as carbon. 

Only after walking to the parking lot and sitting in the car, did Yulin realize what he had 
done. 

Originally, he wanted to see if Anna had a good time in the past days, he missed her 
and wanted to talk to her. 

But why every time he wanted to get closer to her, they pushed each other further 
away? 

Was it his own fault, or did Anna not know what’s good for her? 

Yulin closed his eyes and felt that he had experienced so much, but never had a 
moment when he was as overwhelmed as he was now. 

…… 

Inside the dessert store, Anna sat on the window seat and took off her sunglasses. 

The two little girls on the other side were talking about Anna. 

Now when they saw her take off her glasses, they immediately became very excited. 

They finally held hands and walked over together. 

“May I ask if you are Anna?” 

“Yes.” 



“Oops, it’s really her!” 

“Well, can we take a picture together?” 

“Sure.” 

“Thank you, you’re so nice.” 

Seeing that Anna didn’t refuse, the two girls smiled sweetly. 

After taking a photo, the two girls treated it as a treasure. 

And Anna remained very calm. 

Chuxue Ye teasingly pushed her arm, laughing and saying, “Well, you’ve become a big 
star now, there are people wanting to take a photo with you when you go out.” 

The current Anna, walking on the street, would occasionally be recognized. 

Although she was still not used to it, Anna had tried to adapt to it, hoping she could be 
more decent. 

Facing her friends’ jokes, Anna laughed and said, “You guys just don’t mind me.” 

“Of course not, being around a big star, maybe I can also be in an entertainment 
newspaper.” 

Chuxue smiled sweetly, like a porcelain doll. 

On the contrary, Yiyao Duan, who was sitting with her, had her head hanging slightly, as 
if she was thinking about something. 

After not seeing Yiyao speak for a long time, Chuxue said, “Sister Yiyao, what’s wrong 
with you today, you don’t seem to be happy.” 

Yiyao smiled a little constrainedly and said, “Really? Maybe, I didn’t sleep well last 
night.” 

“Is brother bothering you again? Well, I’ll talk to him when we get back, even if you love 
each other so much, he can’t ignore your health.” 

Yiyao blushed because of Chuxue’s words, and she reprimanded in a low voice, 
“Chuxue, don’t talk nonsense.” 

Seeing that the atmosphere was a bit strange, Anna stood up and volunteered to say, 
“It’s been a long time since I made coffee, I’ll make coffee for you.” 
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“Good, Anna Xie is good at making coffee. The coffee she makes smells great.” 

As soon as someone mentioned food, Chuxue Ye forgot about what just happened and 
put all her interest in the coffee. 

Walking behind the counter, Anna sk!llfully made the coffee. 

Qiqi looked at Anna and said with a frown, “Anna, you have lost a lot of weight in these 
two days.” 

Anna didn’t care much about it and said, “I can’t help it. I have to lose weight in order to 
make movies.” 

Hearing this, Qiqi shook her head repeatedly and said, “Hey, looking at you like this, I 
am heartbroken. As a good friend, I can’t bear to see you get hurt, let alone Yulin Xiao.” 

Thinking of Yulin, Anna smiled bitterly and said, “He’s angry at me so he doesn’t care if 
I’m fat or thin.” 

“Just because you both like each other, he does not talk to you. As long as you guys 
love each other, both of you will be heartbroken. Even if he does, he won’t show it to 
you, which is more aggrieved. In this way, he didn’t have a good time.” 

Seeing Qiqi sigh and always speak for Yulin, Anna looked at her and jokingly said, 
“What benefits you receive, why do you speak for Yulin at all times?” 

“I don’t speak for anyone. I just can’t stand you.” 

“Me?” 

Qiqi nodded and said, “It’s obvious that you also care in your heart, but you don’t say 
anything. Anna, if you still want to be with Yulin, you guys need to talk to each other.” 

Talk to him? 

Thinking about her words, Anna looked down and didn’t answer her. 

The hot coffee wafted out the fragrant smell. Anna put the coffee cup on the tray, looked 
down and said, “I’ll take the coffee out.” 

It was obvious that Anna was avoiding the topic. 



Qiqi looked at her back and sighed helplessly. 

Just as Anna was making the coffee, a man walked into the dessert store in a very 
dashing manner. 

Sitting beside Chuxue, Yulin asked unpleasantly, “Why did you call me here for 
nothing?” 

“Why, can’t I ask you out to chat if there’s nothing?” 

“Hurry up and say what do you want me to do, I’m busy.” 

“I know you’re busy. But I hope you remember what you said just now and don’t regret it 
later.” 

“Coffee’s here.” 

Hearing a sweet voice, Yulin did not speak again. 

Seeing Yulin, Anna was stunned for a moment but soon she continued to do what 
needed to be done. 

Putting two cups of coffee on the table, Anna sat opposite to Yulin and did not speak. 

Seeing Yulin keep staring at Anna, Chuxue showed a smile. 

Chuxue reached out and knocked the table in front of Yulin and said, “Yulin, aren’t you 
very busy, then you can go first.” 

She…… 

Yulin knew that Chuxue was deliberately saying that so he glared at her. 

He picked up a cup of coffee and drank it. 

Chuxue protested, “Hey, that’s my coffee!” 

“Who says it’s yours, is your name on it? You call it, it will reply to you?” 

After he drank the coffee, Yulin still said such words, which made Chuxue so angry that 
she gritted her teeth. 

“Forget it, I do not drink it. Anyway, Anna made me a lot of coffee. But not everyone can 
drink coffee made by the star.” 



Yulin snorted, “So what if she’s a star? She still has to listen to others so she is so 
tired.” 

Anna slightly raised her eyebrows and said, “Work is not divided into nobility or 
baseness. It’s not shame to live according to your own heart.” 

“But some people have to make things difficult for themselves. They originally have a 
very good future but they want to ask for trouble. In addition to the fact that they are 
stupid, I really can’t find other reasons.” 

“That’s because you can’t understand others.” 

“How else do you want me to understand? You want to fight for your job by yourself. I’ll 
let you go. You do not want to get involved with me, I avoid you everywhere. So now, 
you’re happy, you’re satisfied?” 

At first, Yulin was able to control his temper. 

But gradually, he began to shout and scream, speaking out his discontent. 

And Chuxue and Yiyao Duan looked at each other speechless. 

It was really hard to let Yulin say such humble words. 

Hearing Yulin’s words, Anna didn’t know what to speak. She only knew that Yulin was 
heartbroken. 

And the person who made him heartbroken was her. 

Anna did not speak but Yulin was still continuing to ask. 

“Now, I can’t figure out what kind of status I have in your heart. Am I a boyfriend, or a 
liability?” 

 

There were other customers in the store. When they heard the argument, they were 
peeking over to this side. 

Anna felt embarrassed so she lowered her voice and said, “Yulin, don’t be crazy, there 
are other people here.” 

“Since I met you, I’ve done a lot of crazy things. I don’t care, you answer me now!” 



Anna was very embarrassed and Yulin needed to know what she was thinking. Seeing 
this situation, Chuxue hastened to mediate, “Everyone calm down, calm down. We drink 
coffee first.” 

But Yulin seemed to have not heard that and kept staring at Anna, as if he was waiting 
for her answer. 

Yiyao took the opportunity to drag Chuxue’s hand, signaling Chuxue to follow her and 
leave. 

Leaving there, Chuxue was confused. 

“Why are you so nosy and call both of them here? Now, it’s getting out of hand.” 

Chuxue still felt aggrieved. She frowned and said: “I was thinking that it’s been so long, 
they should also have been calm down. Who would have thought that they can still 
quarrel now?” 

“You shouldn’t have called them here.” 

“What should we do now?” 

Yiyao looked back at them who were at a standstill and said, “When things go wrong, 
let’s take Anna away and don’t let Yulin lose his temper.” 

“Will it be that exaggerated?” 

“You still don’t know that Yulin has been holding back from getting angry? But now, he 
can hardly control his temper and anything will make him lose his temper.” 

“You also know his temper. If he can’t hold back his temper, then the situation is out of 
our control.” 

“I know.” 

Chuxue nodded and then began to stare at Yulin, hoping that he must control his 
temper here, otherwise, her store would suffer again. 

However, Chuxue’s worry did not come true. 

Yulin waited for a long time but did not wait for Anna’s response. He was gradually 
disappointed. 

In the end, Anna still did not love him enough. 



Unexpectedly, Yulin who was very good at pleasing girls would also have the time to be 
disliked by women. 

Yulin laughed at himself and then got up and left. 

Seeing that Yulin was leaving, Anna wanted to call out to him. 

But after calling out to him, what did she want to say? 

Maybe even Anna herself didn’t know. 

Gently closing her eyes, Anna felt that she was really too stupid. 

Walking out of the dessert store, Yulin found two girls chattering and discussing. 

“It’s Anna!” 

“I’m so lucky that meet a star.” 

“Let’s take a picture with her, remember to make me look pretty.” 

“Yes, yes!” 

The two young girls walked into the store one after the other with a smile on their faces. 

However, Yulin despised them. 

“Only vulgar people like vulgar stars!” 

…… 

Outside the high gray wall, there were two people standing. 

One of them was wearing a uniform and had a serious expression as he said something 
to the other one. 

The other one, carrying a bag, listened carefully with her head bowed, nodding from 
time to time. 

“Well, I hope you can learn a lesson from it. Go back and be a good person. Don’t 
disappoint your parents’ expectations of you.” 

Hearing the word “parents”, Ziying Duan blinked her eyes with remorse. But soon, she 
calmed down again. 

After bowing to the police, Ziying turned around and left. 



She finally left this prison and regained her freedom. 

During this time in the prison, she had thought a lot. 

Perhaps, she was really wrong before. 

Pursuing something that did not belong to her made her lose more precious things. 

Not only did she harm herself, she also harmed Yiyao and her innocent child. 

Thinking about this, Ziying took a deep breath and felt her heart was in pain. 

But fortunately, everything still could be repaired before a bigger mistake was made. 

Ziying cheered herself up, hoping that there was still a chance to start all over again. 

However, she was surprised that her father, who had always loved her, did not come to 
pick her up. 

Ziying also knew that she had done so many wrong things so her father must be very 
angry. 

It was understandable that her dad didn’t want to come to see her. 

When she got home later and saw her parent, she would make amends to them. 

As long as they were together, there was always a way to start over. 

Ziying returned to her familiar home by bus. 

But, why were they so quiet today? 

She took out the key and opened the door, only smelled the strong smell of medicine, 
but there was no sound. 

Ziying suddenly got scared. 

She wanted to run away but she still walked step by step to the door of her mom and 
dad’s bedroom. 

The bedroom door was slightly open and when Ziying pushed it, it opened. 

The sound of the door opening woke up her mother. 

She was lying on the bed, slowly opened her eyes, followed the direction of the sound 
and looked over. 



The moment her mother saw Ziying, she was in a trance and thought she was 
dreaming. 

Until Ziying ran to her side, her mother only knew that she was really back. 

Looking at her mother’s vicissitudes, Ziying cried and choked up. She asked, “Mom, 
what’s wrong with you?” 

“Ziying, is it really you?” 

“It’s me, I’m back.” 

Ziying’s mother smiled and then raised her hand and slapped her! 

Thwack… 

Her mother’s att!tude changed so quickly that Ziying was completely stunned. 

But Ziying’s mother didn’t give her a chance to react and then hit her with her fist. 

Her mother hit Ziying so hard that she felt a lot of pain. 

Ziying subconsciously got up and dodged and her eyes were red with pain. 

But because of Ziying’s dodging, her mother fell to the ground. 

“Mom!” 

Ziying’s mother seemed to have not heard her daughter’s cries. She propped herself up 
on her arms and crawled toward Ziying as if she wanted to tear her apart. 

Seeing her mother moved like that, Ziying’s face was pale. She didn’t care about being 
beaten and she hurriedly held her mother. 

“Mom, what happened to your legs?” 

“What else can they be? Thanks to you, I am disabled!” 

“What?” 

Only two months, why would this happen? 

Ziying was astonished and asked, “What about dad? Didn’t he take you to a doctor? 
Why are you disabled?” 

“Your father?” 



Hearing Ziying’s words, her mother thought about her husband and then bawled. 

What the hell was going on? 

Ziying was anxious and was about to ask more questions when she suddenly saw a 
photo. 

It was a black and white photo of a smiling man. 

Ziying was more than familiar with this man because he used to support her and give 
her warmth. No matter what she did, she could rely on him. 

And now …… 

Ziying sat paralyzed on the ground, unable to believe it. 

“It’s impossible, it’s impossible ……” 

Ziying’s mother laughed miserably and said, “Is it impossible? With a disobedient 
daughter like you, what’s impossible? Because of all the things you did, your father was 
so exhausted to look for many people to help. He just hoped you won’t suffer too much 
in the prison. Because he didn’t have enough rest, when he was crossing the road ……” 

Ziying’s mother had not finished her words but Ziying already knew what her mother 
was going to say. 

How could such a thing happen in the world? 

Ziying already had nothing left but a warm family that could give her solace. 

But now, the family had broken up and all this happened because of Ziying. How could 
Ziying accept this! 

Her mother ignored the fact that Ziying kept crying and ordered, “Ziying, go away and 
don’t appear in front of me again or I’m really afraid of what I’ll do.” 

Ziying immediately shook her head and refused, “I’m not leaving. This is my home!” 

“You’re not leaving? Are you satisfied only if I die?” 

“Mom ……” 

Her mother closed her eyes, tears flowing down her face. 



“As soon as I saw you, I thought of your father covered in bl00d and he couldn’t sleep 
all night. You go now, don’t t0rture me! If you don’t leave, take a knife and k!ll me, let 
me die so that I don’t have to live like this!” 

Ziying was scared. How could her mother, who obviously loved her so much before, say 
that she didn’t want her? 

“But, where am I going?” 

“That’s your business. You’re the one who did all these things. Even if you regret it, you 
have to continue your life. I won’t stop you no matter what you want to do.” 

“Mom, I don’t want to go!” 

“But I don’t want to see you!” 

Ziying was shocked by her mother’s yell. She shivered, picked up the luggage on the 
ground and ran out. 

Standing downstairs, Ziying ran into familiar people. 

They had heard about what Ziying had done and talked about her. 

They also said things that Ziying had not even heard of. 
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“They are really pathetic. Good days are ruined by their daughter.” 

“I heard that the man of that family had an accident and his wife is paralyzed in bed. 
They are good people, how do they end up like this?” 

“It’s the daughter who broke up the family. In my opinion, that daughter is clearly a 
scourge, turning a good life into this.” 

The crowd’s chatter was getting louder and louder and Ziying Duan could no longer 
stand it. 

She dragged her luggage, walked away quickly, ran to went to a place where no one 
was and began to cry bitterly. 

She cried until she was so weak that she couldn’t even stand up. 



Looking at the distant sky, Ziying seemed to see the loving eyes of her father. 

He had always loved Ziying and Ziying also relied on him. 

But now, her belief collapsed and she was completely panicked. 

“Why do this to me, why!” 

The police told her to start over. 

The last time her father saw her, he also told her to reflect on herself. 

Now, she knew she was wrong and was willing to change, but no one was willing to see 
her repent. 

In that case, she wanted to be as mean as ever. 

Let all those who have hurt her and her family die! 

…… 

Carrying a plate of snacks over, Chuxue Ye looked at the empty seat and asked, 
“Where is Yulin Xiao?” 

“He’s gone.” 

“How come he left so early? He hasn’t tasted my newly made dessert yet.” 

Anna Xie took a sip of juice and teased, “Rude person like him can’t taste anything, but 
just fool around.” 

Hearing such a comment, Chuxue couldn’t help but laugh and said, “In this world, you’re 
the only one who dares to say that about him.” 

Yiyao Duan stood behind Chuxue, picked up her bag and said, “Well, it’s getting late, 
let’s go.” 

“Don’t go now. These snacks are not eaten yet.” 

“I’m losing weight, so I won’t eat.” Saying that, Yiyao looked at Anna and said, “Anna, let 
me take you back.” 

“I won’t bother you, will I?” 

“No. It’s not out of my way.” 



Seeing that they decided happily like this, Chuxue was speechless. 

No one liked her snacks? 

Sitting in the car, Anna looked at Yiyao’s side face and suddenly remembered Chuxue’s 
comment about her. 

She pursed her l!ps and hesitated and then asked, “Yiyao…… you don’t mind me 
calling you like this, right?” 

“Of course not.” 

“Do you also think I should make up with Yulin?” 

Yiyao just said, “How I think is meaningless. The key is how you think about this kind of 
thing.” 

“But if this kind of thing happens to you, how are you going to handle it?” 

“I will make myself stronger. When one day, you can appear where you should be in a 
dignified manner, then it means that you get the status and fame and you’re a better 
match for him. At this time, no one will say you are not good enough for him.” 

Yiyao’s words gave Anna a vision of the future. 

But soon, she came back to reality. 

She looked downward and said, “Yiyao, what you said is exactly what I was thinking. 
But becoming as strong as Yulin seems to be the task that I can never accomplish in my 
life.” 

“I think you misunderstood what I meant.” 

Anna was surprised and asked, “What’s wrong?” 

“What I mean by getting stronger is not being famous or starting a company that is as 
good as his. Rather, you realize your dream and no longer have to depend on others to 
live.” 

“You are working hard for that right now and you are doing well. It won’t be long before 
you become an A-list actress in China. At that time, you have realized your dream and 
you will be incomparably strong and fulfilling.” 

“You will not be defeated by others because the only person who can really defeat you 
is yourself.” 



Hearing Yiyao’s words, Anna was shocked. 

Something in her heart was slowly melting and disappearing. 

Instead, a hard armor grew and wrapped Anna’s heart firmly. 

With a smile, she looked at Yiyao and said, “Yiyao, after listening to your words, I feel 
that I suddenly have a goal in my life. Moreover, I am not confused anymore and know 
what I’m working for.” 

“I’m happy to help you. I hope that what I said to you was useful.” 

“Of course it’s useful. At the very least, I am not at a lost now and I know what I should 
do.” 

“In fact, my words only told you the goal in the future. In fact, after these few days, you 
have almost figured it out and you just need someone to give you encouragement.” 

 

“No matter what, thank you very much. Chuxue is right, you’re a perfect woman. It’s 
really a blessing in my life to know you.” 

“Perfect?” Yiyao suddenly smiled bitterly and said, “In this world, no one is perfect. 
Everyone has unspeakable hardships no matter how shiny they look.” 

When Yiyao said this, she was a bit sad, which did not match her beauty. 

Anna wanted to ask a question but on second thought, she thought it was very rude so 
she didn’t ask. 

The car turned a corner and Yiyao was about to get on the bridge when she noticed a 
black car that was rushing over quickly. 

Yiyao felt that the person was very dangerous. With a tight frown, Yiyao changed her 
mind and crossed under the bridge and speeded up. 

But the car behind her kept following, rushing over recklessly and ramming into Yiyao’s 
car. 

“Be careful!” 

Yiyao reached out to protect Anna’s head, take this steering wheel with one hand, calm 
and collected. 

Anna was startled and looked up at the back. Her face turned pale. 



The black car behind her was crashed but kept chasing them. 

“Is that person crazy, why does she want to hit our car?” 

“Of course she is a crazy person even she wants to die!” 

Yiyao saw the driver in that car. It was Ziying who had disappeared for some time. 

It seemed that the life in prison didn’t make Ziying reflect instead she became more 
vicious and continued to do crazy things. 

People like her really did not deserve pity! 

Yiyao was ready to give Ziying a lesson. 

Making a sharp turn, Yiyao turned her car around. 

But when Yiyao was approaching Ziying’s car, she found that a crying little girl was 
standing between two cars! 

The child was scared and stood on the road, crying. 

The child’s mother wanted to rush over to save her but was stopped by passers-by. 

In this tense moment, Yiyao could only grit her teeth and turn around. 

Ziying seized this opportunity and rushed straight to Yiyao. 

This time, there was a thick bridge pile in front of Yiyao. 

Her car hit it hard and because of the impact, it turned a corner and slid to the side. 

And there was a turquoise sea there…… 

With a loud sound, the car fell into the sea. 

Jumping down from the car, Ziying stared at the sea. 

In the chase, she was also injured and had bl00d on her face. 

But as if she did not feel the pain, she just stared at the calm sea and muttered, “It is 
over. It’s all over.” 

The sound of police cars came from far and the passers-by cooperated with the police 
and subdued Ziying. 



During the whole process, Ziying did not resist at all as if she did not care whether she 
was alive or dead. 

She had completed the last mission in life, which was revenge. From now on, they did 
not owe each other. 

As soon as the police heard that a car had fallen into the sea, they immediately called a 
rescue team to arrange for men and cranes. 

As for the people who gathered around the beach, they shook their heads. 

They fell into the sea with the car. Maybe they won’t survive. The k!ller was too ruthless. 

Just when the crowd was sighing, Yiyao was underwater and unbuckled herself and 
Anna’s seat belt. 

At the same time, she struggled to swim with the unconscious Anna. 

When she became closer and closer to the sea surface, Yiyao knew that victory was in 
sight. 

But she had no strength left. 

During the chase, both Yiyao and Anna were injured. 

To protect Anna, Yiyao’s injury was more serious. 

The bl00d on her forehead just seeped out and dissolved in the sea without a trace. 

The seawater, like a h.uge sea, was s.ucking away all of Yiyao’s strength. 

Just after Yiyao dragged Anna out of the water, someone found them. 

“Those two people are here!” 

As soon as the rescue team heard that, they immediately rushed over and reached out 
to catch Anna first. 

However, when they tried to grab Yiyao, she let go of her hand and she slowly sank 
underwater. 

“Quickly, go down and save her ……” 

…… 

Anna seemed to have had a long dream. 



In the dream, she floated as if she was in a sea. 

Anna felt fear so she wanted to scream and escape. 

But she had no strength so she could only go with the flow, not knowing where to float 
to. 

Until, Anna heard a voice, calling her name. 

“Anna, Anna ……” 

It was Yulin! 

In this moment, Anna found the courage. 

She didn’t want to keep floating. She still had her dream and had someone she wanted 
to love and she couldn’t be stuck here for the rest of her life! 

With courage in her heart, Anna struggled to paddle her limbs to break out of this 
boundless world of chaos. 

She tried harder and harder. Finally, there was a light in her world. 

Anna opened her eyes and looked around bewilderedly. 

Where was this? 

The room was quiet and there was the scent of lilies in the air. 

Anna looked around and she was a little confused. 

What happened, had she lost her memory? 

Anna tried to recall but felt a pain in her forehead. 

Subconsciously she touched the forehead and Anna found that her forehead was 
wrapped up in something. She pressed it gently and she felt a little pain. 

Anna was even more panicked this time. 

Just as she struggled and was about to sit up, someone pushed open the door. 

“You’re awake, Miss Xie!” 

When the nurse saw Anna awake, she immediately went to her side and helped her to 
lie down. 



Anna was desperate. 

She didn’t want to lie down. She wanted to see what it was like around her! 

But the nurse didn’t know what Anna was thinking. She turned around and ran out of the 
ward, looked for the doctor to report the situation. 

This time, Anna became alone again. 

But such silence didn’t last long. The doctors walked quickly into the room and began a 
series of examinations on Anna. 

“Doctor, how is she?” 

Just when Anna was getting impatient, a low male voice came over, making Anna feel 
at ease. 

“Miss Xie is fine. She just needs to recuperate.” 

Hearing these words, Yulin was relieved. 

Pushing aside the crowd, Yulin walked to Anna’s front with urgent and anxious 
expression. 

Anna looked at him and then looked at the people around, looking a little frightened. 

Seeing Anna’s uneasiness, Yulin dismissed the crowd and then sat next to Anna and 
reached out to hold her hand. 

The warmth in his palms made Anna slowly calm down and was able to start thinking. 

“What is this all about, why am I in the hospital?” 

Yulin said in a gentle voice, “You and Yiyao had a car accident and fell into the sea, do 
you remember?” 

“The car accident ……” 

Anna tried to recall and finally thought of that moment when she fell into the water. 

When she remembered this terrifying memory, Anna involuntarily held Yulin’s hand and 
trembled a little, saying, “That crazy woman ran into us!” 

Yulin held Anna’s shoulders immediately and said soothingly, “Yes, she did but it is all 
right now. She is arrested and won’t come back to hurt you. Moreover, I protect you. 
You are very safe.” 



Yulin’s words made Anna slowly calm down. 

Tilting her head to look at Yulin, Anna asked, “What about Yiyao? I still remember that 
after falling into the water, it was Yiyao that kept protecting me, how is she doing now?” 

Hearing these words, Yulin was silent. 

Seeing that Yulin didn’t say anything, Anna felt uneasy again. 

She grabbed the corner of Yulin’s clothes and asked nervously, “Yulin, why don’t you 
say anything!” 

Yulin hesitated for a moment and said, “Yiyao, she is in the next room. She’s still in a 
coma.” 

Anna was stunned instantly, shaking her head in disbelief. 

“God, how could this happen ……” 

“Don’t be sad, she will definitely get through this.” 

Yulin’s comfort did not make Anna feel better. 

She lowered her head and kept shaking her head in pain, saying, “If Yiyao hadn’t saved 
me, she definitely wouldn’t have become like this now. It’s my fault, why am I so 
useless!” 

“The person who is really to blame is that crazy woman, she is the culprit!” 

“Do you ……know why did that woman hit our car?” 

Yulin frowned tightly and said, “I know. That woman’s name is Ziying, she likes Jingyan 
Ye and has done a lot of crazy things for him but ended up in jail. I thought that she 
would start over after she got out of prison. I didn’t expect that she is still so stupid.” 
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Anna Xie was not interested in Ziying Duan’s grudge. She only cared about Yiyao 
Duan’s situation. 

Looking up at Yulin Xiao, Anna said in a pleading tone, “I want to see Yiyao.” 



Anna’s eager eyes made Yulin unable to refuse. He nodded his head and said, “Well, I’ll 
go find the wheelchair, you wait a moment.” 

Yiyao was right next door to Anna. At this moment, she was lying quietly on the hospital 
bed with a pale face. 

Her dashing face did not move. The calm eyes were tightly closed so no one could see 
the light in them. 

Seeing Yiyao like this, Anna felt devastated. 

They just came out of the dessert store and talked about life philosophy but now maybe 
she would never see Yiyao again. 

Anna could not hold back her tears and choked up as she called out, “Yiyao……” 

Jingyan Ye had been with her for several nights with red bl00d in his eyes. 

He looked at Yiyao and there was a glint of pain in his eyes. 

Patting Jingyan’s shoulder, Yulin said, “Anna stays with her. Come out and take a 
break.” 

Jingyan did not say anything and turned to follow Yulin to the rooftop. 

Yulin handed a cigarette to Jingyan. 

They lit the cigarettes and exhaled smoke. Jingyan’s eyes were filled with fatigue and 
worry. 

“Think about how to deal with Ziying?” 

“In the past, I remembered our previous relationship so I didn’t let her die. But now, she 
dares to hurt Yiyao, I will never allow her do that again.” 

He said calmly but Yulin knew that Ziying did the last thing that Jingyan could stand. 
This time, she was never going to come to a good end. 

“I still think that if you don’t do anything, I will think of a solution. Since you handle it, 
there is no need for me to worry about it.” 

She made Anna injured. Yulin certainly could not stand by and do nothing. 

But compared to Jingyan, he was still lucky. 

After all, Anna was already out of danger and she was awake. 



But Yiyao …… 

Looking in the direction of the ward, Yulin sighed. 

Reaching out and patting Jingyan’s shoulder, Yulin said, “Don’t worry. Yiyao will 
definitely wake up.” 

“She has gone through so much hardship. This is naturally not difficult for her. It’s just 
that…… I said I would protect her, but what have I done when she encounters danger 
again and again? I am really bad!” 

Jingyan raised his hand and viciously smashed it on the railing and he was so sad. 

“Things are unpredictable, don’t blame yourself too much. I think Yiyao doesn’t want to 
see you depressed like this either.” 

Jingyan took a deep breath and controlled his emotions. 

By the time he looked up again, he had become calm and wise again. 

“Well, let’s go back.” 

Back to the ward, they saw Anna sit by the bed with teardrops still hanging under her 
eyes. 

Obviously, she had just cried. 

Seeing someone coming back, Anna was busy wiping the corners of her eyes. 

Yulin put his arm around Anna’s shoulder and gave her silent comfort. 

Anna raised her head and said, “I think you guys must have to deal with a lot of things 
so let me take care of Yiyao during the time you are not in the hospital. That will be my 
amends.” 

“But you’re also injured and you haven’t healed yet.” 

“My injury is not serious. I’m fine. And the doctor also said that moving around more is 
good for recovery.” 

Yulin was tempted to refuse this offer. But he knew that Anna wanted to do something 
for Yiyao so that she could feel better. 

After glancing at Jingyan and seeing that Jingyan did not object, Yulin nodded his head 
and said somewhat helplessly, “Alright then.” 



After getting permission, Anna smiled. 

Next, when Anna had nothing to do, she would run over to Yiyao’s ward and chat with 
her. 

Although Yiyao couldn’t hear, Anna kept talking to her. 

On this day, Anna took her medicine and was ready to go to Yiyao’s ward. 

As soon as she opened the door, Anna saw a familiar figure. 

“Chuxue Ye?” 

Hearing the voice, Chuxue turned back with red eyes. 

“I’ve wanted to come and see you guys for a long time but Zhao Nangong said that I 
was too emotional and would affect your recovery so he wouldn’t let me come. Today, 
he finally allows me to come and see you guys.” 

She tilted her head to look at Yiyao and her eyes turned red again. 

“How could this happen? Ziying really deserves to die!” 

Anna could understand Chuxue’s feelings very well. 

When she just woke up, she also blamed others. 

But at this moment, she didn’t want to waste her precious time on irrelevant people. 

 

Anna put the flowers in a vase and said, “It’s useless to blame others now. Now I only 
hope that Yiyao will wake up sooner. The doctor said that Yiyao has gore in her head 
and she will wake up when it is almost absorbed. We have to be strong. We can’t let 
Yiyao wake up and see us crying.” 

Hearing these words, Chuxue stopped crying and said, “Anna, you are so strong.” 

With frustration in her eyes, Anna said, “It’s useless to be weak. It will only make your 
opponents think you can be bullied and then they bully you even more.” 

“Anna, what have you been through in the past?” 

Anna was stunned for a moment, smiled and said, “Nothing. I just said what I thought.” 



“You are all so strong. I can’t be vulnerable either.” Rubbing her eyes, Chuxue patted 
her cheeks and said, “Since tomorrow, I’ll come to the hospital and we’ll take care of 
Yiyao together.” 

“Well.” 

Chuxue had just been crying but now that she had calmed down, she realized that there 
was a white book in Anna’s hand. 

“What’s that?” 

“This,” Anna held it up and shook it, saying, “is the script. My agent said that he 
arranged a play for me in the second half of the year. I just study it while I am there.” 

“Anna, you’re still a patient. You don’t have to work so hard.” 

“No matter I am sick or not, I need to work hard. As long as I want to do something, no 
matter where I am, I can do that.” 

Looking at Anna’s smile, Chuxue said, “I feel like that you seem to become different 
somewhere.” 

Looking at Yiyao on the hospital bed, Anna said, “After so much experience, if I am still 
hesitant, Yiyao shouldn’t have saved me.” 

Reaching out to hold Anna’s slightly cold hand, Chuxue said, “We will all get better.” 

“Well, definitely!” 

Anna and Chuxue looked at each other and smiled, giving each other strength. 

At this moment, someone came over and knocked on the door. 

“Miss Xie, someone is looking for you and is waiting in your ward.” 

“Looking for me?” 

Anna thought for a moment and thought that it could be Qiqi. 

However, when Anna saw the woman in the ward, she was stunned. 

“Mom?” 

The middle-aged woman standing in the ward was calm and gentle and dressed plainly. 



Although she was a little old, through the eyebrows, she still had glimpses of her 
youthful beauty. 

When Anna’s mother saw Anna, she was slightly surprised. 

“Anna, how did you get hurt?” 

Anna subconsciously covered her forehead and said, “That, I …… got injured while 
filming, but it’s no longer a big problem now. It won’t take long to heal.” 

Anna’s mother nodded her head and said as normal. 

“Anna, mom came to look for you this time because I read the previous report about 
your aunt and cousin ……” 

Anna knew her mother was sure to talk about it. 

Anna suddenly felt a little cold. 

It used to be the same way. No matter what happened to Anna, whether it was good or 
bad, her mother would not pay much attention. 

On the contrary, no matter what happened, as long as it got involved with aunt and 
cousin, her mother would be very worried. 

Just like now. 

She was injured but her mother did not care about her and started talking about her 
aunt. 

She bowed her head and her long and slender eyelashes covered her sadness. 

Her mother hadn’t realized how her behaviors had affected Anna. 

She bowed her head slightly and said, “I know that they are very offensive but they are 
relatives after all, we can’t be too cruel.” 

“Then, mom, what do you want me to do?” 

“Your aunt and cousin have been in jail. It’s not honorable to be in prison and it will have 
an effect on the future. Otherwise, you think of a way to get them out?” 

Anna laughed lightly and asked, “And then what, let them continue to harm me? Mom, 
do you even know what they have done to me?” 

“What can they do to you? You must have misunderstood.” 



“Misunderstanding? Just because of the misunderstanding, I almost died and almost 
never saw you again! You won’t feel regret even if you don’t have me anymore?” 

The more Anna said, the more excited she became, which in turn made Anna’s mother 
somewhat overwhelmed. 

“Anna, what nonsense are you talking about?” 

“What I said is all true. I didn’t want to hurt anyone. It was all because my aunt and 
cousin were insatiable and kept forcing me step by step.” 

“So you won’t help them?” 

Anna clenched her fists and said, “Letting my aunt and cousin get the lesson they 
deserve will also allow them to be good people.” 

“But they are your relatives!” 

“Then when they framed me, why didn’t they think that I was their family too? When 
they can use me, they come to me and ask me for help. When they can’t use me, they 
start to harm me. I do not want have such relatives!” 

“You ……” 

Anna’s mother was not an articulate person and her daughter who had always 
thoughtful suddenly became stubborn and she did not know what to say. 

Just as they were standing face to face, someone pushed the door and walked in. 

“Anna, what are you arguing about?” 

Yulin walked in and immediately the atmosphere changed. 

Seeing this man who was very well dressed, her mother was surprised. 

Yulin naturally saw her mother as well. 

Judging from her and Anna’s demeanor, he thought they must know each other and 
moreover they should know each other well. 

“Who are you?” 

“Hello, I am Anna’s boyfriend, Yulin.” 

Anna’s mother was stunned for a moment with a little embarrassed. 



“I’m Anna’s mother.” 

“Hello, aunt.” Yulin greeted her mother politely and looked at Anna and said, “Anna, 
since aunt is here to see you, why are you still letting aunt stand.” 

When Yulin said this, he was also observing Anna’s reaction. 

Anna just bowed her head and didn’t say anything. 

The atmosphere was a bit awkward. 

Yulin also saw that they had problems that needed to be solved so he said, “Aunt, you 
sit down first, you guys talk. I’ll get you two glasses of water.” 

After saying that, Yulin nodded to Anna’s mother and left the room. 

As soon as Yulin left, her mother said, “Anna, I see this gentleman speaks and behaves 
decently. He doesn’t look like an ordinary person.” 

Anna just smiled and asked, “Mom, you only focus on the news of my aunt and cousin, 
don’t you know who my boyfriend is?” 

Anna’s mother was a little ashamed and said, “Mom is very busy, you know that.” 

Anna didn’t want to argue with her mother anymore and said, “His name is Yulin. He’s 
the president of the Xiao’s Group and he’s very famous in the capital city.” 

“So he’s rich? Will rich people be serious about their feelings?” 

Seeing her mother’s rare concern for herself, Anna said in a gentle tone, “No, he treats 
me very well and is very considerate of me.” 

“Then would it be easier for you to ask him to help you with your aunt’s matter?” 

Hearing this, Anna was stunned and then lowered her head and smiled bitterly. 

“So it’s still for them.” 

“Anna, I know you’ve grown up and don’t want to listen to your mother’s nagging but 
sometimes, you can’t be too selfish. You can’t just enjoy yourself and leave all your poor 
relatives to one side.” 

Her mother said but Anna still didn’t want to help them. 

Seeing Anna’s att!tude, her mother was helpless. 



The door was opened again and Yulin walked in with water. 

“Aunt, please drink water.” 

“Thank you.” Anna’s mother held the water cup and spoke, “Mr. Xiao, I have an 
unrequited request.” 

“What kind of request?” 

“Can you help get Anna’s aunt and cousin out of jail?” 

Anna got angry, frowned at her mother and raised her voice. 

“Mom!” 

Although Anna stopped her mother, Anna’s mother was still pleading bitterly, “They are 
living a very hard life in prison. Anna and I are both heartbroken and try to help them get 
out of jail. Even if they have done something wrong, we can remind them not to do 
things they shouldn’t so why let them suffer there, right?” 

Anna pursed her l!ps tightly and there was anger in her eyes. 

Seeing Anna like this, Yulin understood what she meant. 

Yulin coughed and said, “You are very kind. But some people don’t deserve to be 
treated well. Before I help them get out of prison, Anna had to agree to it. After all, she’s 
the victim.” 

“The victim?” 

“Yes. In order to get money from Anna, her aunt and cousin framed Anna with outsiders 
and ruined her reputation, keeping her from being an actress.” 

“If I hadn’t experienced it, it’s really hard to imagine that there would be such relatives 
who would frame young people. Anna was sad because of them so it’s justifiable that 
she didn’t want to help them.” 

“I can’t believe these things happened……” 
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“There is much more that you don’t know. She also suffered a lot to earn a living, but 
she never told you.” said Yulin Xiao. “She has suffered as much as you did to get to 
where she is today. I know you must be very worried about her.” 

After Yulin said so much, Anna’s mother had no reason to retort. “I’m sorry. I’m poorly 
thought out.” 

“And this matter has already been reported by the media. If we help Anna’s aunt and 
cousin get out of jail at this time, this will definitely cause disgruntled public opinion, 
which will be bad for them instead.” 

Anna’s mother was still a little anxious. “Then what should we do? We can’t let them 
stay inside the jail.” 

“Maybe it’s good for them. They should learn to keep their temper and quit their vices. 
It’s also a small punishment for what they did before.” 

“But ……” 

“I know what you’re worried about. I will have someone take care of them inside. At the 
very least, they won’t be bullied by the people inside.” 

Yulin addressed all of Anna’s mother’s worries. 

Anna’s mother sighed helplessly. “Mr. Xiao, no matter what, I still have to thank you.” 

“We’ll all be a family soon.” Yulin said gently. “This is what I should do.” 

“Yulin. Uh, what are you talking?” Anna frowned in dissatisfaction. 

Yulin naturally lifted his hand and put it on Anna’s shoulder. “What, did I say something 
wrong?” 

“Mr. Xiao, I do think you are a very good person. But I still have to think about your 
marriage with Anna.” Anna’s mother said quietly. 

Yulin nodded his head. “I understand. After all, this is the first time we met. It is really 
abrupt for me to ask you to agree to Anna’s marriage with me now.” 

Anna’s mother smiled and nodded, then looked at Anna. “Take good care of yourself. I 
should go now. I’ll see you when I’m free next time.” 

Anna bit her lower l!p. “If you’re busy, you don’t have to come over.” 

“It’s okay, I’m used to it,” said Anna’s mother quietly. “I’m leaving.” She turned around 
and was about to leave. 



Walking Anna’s mother to the door, Yulin turned around and looked at Anna. 

Anna was slightly despondent. Her mother’s departure was as sudden as her 
appearance, just as it had been before. 

Yulin waved his hand in front of her. “Are you okay? What’s on your mind?” 

Anna blinked her eyes and met Yulin’s gaze. 

“You are really persuasive and argumentative. I really believe you have the talent to turn 
matters upside down.” Anna teased. 

“I’m flattered. I’m obviously speaking for you, and you’re teasing me instead?” said 
Yulin. “But you and your mother don’t seem to get along well, do you?” 

Anna was in a trance for an instant. “Uh, we are not so close. I don’t remember since 
when our relationship became like this.” 

At the moment, Anna was like a child who craved someone’s pampering. She was a 
little frustrated because she had been disappointed too many times by trying to get her 
mother’s love. Looking at Anna, Yulin felt sad for her. But he knew that Anna did not like 
other people’s pity. 

“Your mother must very love you. It’s just that you’re so good that she thinks you don’t 
need her help. Maybe that makes you misunderstand that she doesn’t care about you.” 
Yulin said in a joking tone. “From now on, with me taking care of you, she won’t 
definitely have to worry about you.” 

Sure enough, his comforting words made Anna relieve. She raised her eyebrows and 
looked at him. “You are a little narcissistic, I guess.” 

“What I said is not right?” 

Anna smiled and knew that Yulin was comforting her, so she didn’t let herself continue 
to dwell in a bad mood. 

She took a deep breath. “Anyway, you don’t need to take care of my aunt. Actually, you 
don’t have to make a promise to my mom to take care of her.” 

“I hadn’t planned on it. I’m not meant to be a benign and uncontentious guy without 
principle. The person who offends me has to pay the price, no matter who he is.” 

“Yulin, I’m sorry.” Anna said suddenly. 

Yulin wanted to say something else, but he heard her apology. 



“Huh?” Yulin was confused. 

She looked at Yulin seriously. “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have treated you like that before.” 

This was the first time Anna apologized to Yulin, which in turn made Yulin a little 
uncomfortable. 

“You hit your head and suddenly you become smart?” Yulin said jokingly. 

“I am sincere.” 

“I know. I’m listening carefully.” 

Anna hesitated for a moment before saying. “I like you, really, really like you. But I’m not 
confident either, never have been. I feel that I do not deserve you. So before I agree to 
marry you, can you give me some time to become good enough to match you?” 

“Okay.” 

“Huh?” 

Looking at the surprised Anna, Yulin found her very cute. He rubbed her hair. “I mean 
yes.” 

“But, shouldn’t you reject me first? Then call me stupid and say I think too much or 
something like that?” 

“Uh, yeah, you are overthinking. But I like this kind of you.” 

Yulin looked at her dotingly. And his love made Anna feel apprehensive and sweet like 
sugar. 

“How do you feel? Are you very touched? Come on, you can k!ss me now to express 
your inner excitement.” 

After three seconds, Yulin suddenly opened his arms and pretended to h.ug her. 

Anna bent down and avoided his h.ug. “Be normal. I’m very serious.” 

“I’m also serious. Don’t be shy. We haven’t k!ssed for a long time, don’t you want to?” 

With a stretch of his arm, he wrapped his arms around Anna and took her into his 
embrace. Just as the two were about to k!ss, someone pushed the door open. 

“Anna …… uh ……” Chuxue Ye was full of excitement, but froze when she saw the two 
people in the room. 



“Now in the hospital, can you two control yourselves?” Chuxue teased. 

Anna was busy breaking away from Yulin’s arm, while Yulin was discontented, feeling 
that they were interrupted. 

“Hey, don’t you even know to knock when you enter the room?” said Yulin. 

“I also don’t want to see you guys making out,” Chuxue spat out her tongue at Yulin. “I 
just come to tell you that Yiyao is awake.” 

“Oh god, really?” 

Anna was full of excitement and immediately rushed to the next ward. 

Yulin just ended his passionate k!ss with Anna and couldn’t help but smile bitterly. 

Walking inside the ward, Anna immediately sat down at Yiyao’s bedside and her eyes 
misted a little. “Yiyao, you’ve finally woken up.” 

“You are all here.” Yiyao, who had just awakened, said in a hoarse voice. “Anna, you’re 
injured too?” 

“This is just a small injury. It’s almost healed. But you were in a coma for so many days. 
I’m so worried about you. You were injured to save me, and if you don’t wake up …I 
can’t forgive myself for the rest of my life.” said Anna. Her eyes were moist again. 

Yiyao was calm. “You sit on my car, I have to protect you. This is my code of being a 
human being.” 

Holding Yiyao’s hand, Jingyan Ye was a little angry. “You really have a lot of codes. You 
can disregard your own life for others. What about your promise to me? We agreed to 
grow old together. If you are no longer in the world, I will die with you.” 

“I don’t want to get hurt either, it’s because ……” she paused suddenly. Thinking of that 
woman, Yiyao’s look flashed a hint of helplessness. 

Jingyan grabbed Yiyao’s hand tightly. “Don’t worry. I’ve already taken care of things. I 
will never let that woman have the chance to appear in front of you again.” 

Yiyao closed her eyes quietly. “I’m really tired.” 

“Then take a good rest. I’ll stay here with you.” said Jingyan softly. 

Looking at Yiyao’s painful look, Anna was a little sad inside. 



Chuxue took Anna’s hand and then looked at Yiyao. “Then, Yiyao, you take a rest. We 
will come back to see you another day.” 

After leaving the ward, Chuxue suddenly had a stomachache and went to the restroom. 

Yulin and Anna went back to her own ward, while Anna was still a bit uneasy. 

“What’s wrong? Aren’t you feeling well?” 

Anna shook her head. “It’s the first time I’ve seen Yiyao show such a tired look.” 

 

“This time maybe it’s something that is sad to her.” 

Anna looked at Yulin in confusion. “What sad stuff?” 

“Ziying Duan caused Yiyao to lose her child.” 

“Ah?” Anna was really shocked. 

Yulin didn’t want Anna to be burdened by these sad things, so he didn’t want to go 
deeper into this topic. “Forget it. It’s all in the past. Let’s not mention it again.” 

Anna frowned tightly. “But Yiyao really shouldn’t have suffered all this t0rture.” 

“Those things have already happened. It’s useless to think about it more. We’d better 
think about the future. Since everyone is fine, let’s leave the hospital quickly.” 

“These days you always come to the hospital to take care of me. I know it’s hard.” Anna 
looked up at Yulin and said with some guilt. “Thank you.” 

Yulin smiled and put his arm around her shoulders. “Since you know it’s hard, you 
should treat me when you are healed.” 

“Yulin, I’m talking seriously.” 

“I am also very serious, don’t you see it?” Yulin said, and then came up to Anna’s eyes, 
making her look at his sincere eyes. 

But Anna shook her head. “I don’t see it.” 

“Then let me lean closer to you so you can take a good look.” 

After saying that, Yulin leaned down to k!ss Anna on the l!ps, while his arm tightly 
wrapped around Anna’s wa!st, as if he wanted to integrate her into his own body. 



He k!ssed so hard that Anna could not breathe, but she did not resist. She enjoyed the 
k!ss with him. 

…… 

It should be a very easy thing to go home from the hospital. But Anna felt much 
stressed. It was because Qiqi protected her as if she was guarding a precious animal. 
She didn’t let her do anything or touch anything. Even washing an apple was not 
allowed by Qiqi. 

Anna looked at Qiqi and sighed. “Qiqi, I’m fine. You don’t have to worry about me so 
much.” 

“Last time I was hospitalized for so long after I was injured and still haven’t fully 
recovered. You’ve only been hospitalized for a few days and you’re back, I really don’t 
know what those doctors are thinking.” 

“Our situations are different. You were critically ill, while I only had a flesh wound.” 

“Then you have to take good care of it too. You are a star. If you get a scar on your 
head, you won’t be able to do movies.” 

Qiqi was usually careless, but she was incredibly attentive in taking care of people. 
Anna really felt lucky to have such a good friend. 
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Qiqi’s concern for her made Anna feel warm. She smiled and looked at Qiqi. 

“Seriously, we’ve been really unlucky lately. Both of us are injured. I can’t even take a 
break.”Qiqi crossed her arms in front of her c.hest and let out a sigh. 

Indeed what had happened over the past few months was incredible they had ever 
experienced in their lives until now. 

“But we’ve also had our lucky moments. You see, I got a lot of shooting opportunities 
and have the chance to do magazine covers and commercials. And you got a good 
part-time job, and lived in a nice apartment, and did well with your exam review.” 

Anna’s words made Qiqi feel better. She smiled and patted Anna’s shoulder. “The most 
important thing is that you have found your true love.” 

With a smile on the corner of her mouth, Anna lowered her head. 

Seeing that she was shy, Qiqi laughed. “You and Mr. Xiao have made up, have you?” 



Anna nodded her head. 

“Hey, it seems I have to be the third wheel again.” Qiqi said deliberately, but she was 
happy for her. She knew Anna’s feelings for Yulin Xiao. Now she was really happy to 
see the two can get back together. 

Anna raised her hand and put it on Qiqi’s shoulder. “So far, you haven’t had the chance 
to be the third wheel.” 

Qiqi didn’t react for a moment and was puzzled. “Why?” 

“Xiao Group wants to expand its overseas business, so Yulin will be very busy lately. He 
will have to go abroad a lot.” 

“Ah. Then won’t you two be unable to see each other often?” 

“Probably. I’ve been very busy lately too. When my injury heals, I’m going to shoot a 
movie. I have more parts in this movie.” 

“You two are really busy people. But Anna, even if you are busy, you still need to spend 
more time to contact him. Otherwise, be careful your boyfriend is snatched by others.” 
Qiqi advised. 

But Anna did not care about it. “If he can be snatched away, then it proves that he is not 
my type. Then I don’t have to waste my time for him.” 

“I’m serious.” 

“Fine, I know.” said Anna. “Thank you.” 

“Take it to heart, there are many such examples. Foreign girls are open and passionate 
about people. They easily attract the attention of boys.” 

But Anna did not take her words to heart. 

Suddenly the phone rang. Anna picked it up and then smiled. 

Looking at her like that, Qiqi knew it was Yulin calling, and then she left Anna’s room. 

Picking up the phone, Anna asked tenderly. “Where are you now?” 

“I just arrived in England. I’ll have a meeting later.” 

“So what are you calling me for now?” 

“I just want to hear your voice.” 



Yulin’s words made Anna smile more happily. 

“Did you miss me?” 

“No.” Anna deliberately said the opposite. 

“Well, that means you miss me.” 

Anna couldn’t help laughing. “Well, maybe you’re wrong.” 

“No, I know you very well. Girls never say what they mean.” 

Anna wanted to talk with him for a while longer. However, when she thought of his tiring 
journey, she didn’t say more. “You better rest for a while so that you don’t fall asleep 
during the meeting.” 

“Even if I fall asleep, no one would dare to complain.” said Yulin. 

“Yeah, who are you, the big boss.” Anna teased. 

“Okay, I’m going to hang up now. Take care of yourself.” said Yulin. 

Hanging up the phone, Yulin still wore a smile. 

Sitting opposite him, Yuqi was not happy. He propped up his chin with one hand. “I’m 
tired as a dog working abroad, but you’re at home with a beautiful woman.” 

“Are you jealous of me? Then you should find a girlfriend too.” Yulin said with a smile. 

“You said girlfriend instead of female companion. It seems like you are serious this 
time.” Yuqi said playfully. 

“I’ve always treated love seriously, unlike you who always play with other people’s 
feelings.” 

“I’m also very serious about my feelings.” Yuqi retorted. 

“I am very curious about your girlfriend. I want to know what means she used to make 
you like her so much. Maybe you can let her come to England. This will not only relieve 
you of the pain of longing for her, but also allow me to get to know her.” Yuqi continued. 

He was full of interest, but Yulin refused him without even thinking about it. 

“Then you just keep on being curious.” 

“Hey, can’t I even meet her once?” 



Yulin looked at him with dissatisfaction. “You playboy, I’m worried that Anna will think 
that I’m the same kind of person as you.” 

It can be seen that Yulin really liked this woman. Otherwise he would not be so 
protective of her. But Yuqi was also curious if he had really forgotten about Wei Yu. So 
he leaned forward slightly and asked in a small voice, “Have you already forgotten 
about Wei?” 

Yulin shrugged indifferently. “Yes, or what? What do you want me to do? Beg her not to 
marry other guy? I’m not that bored.” 

When Yulin said this, he was calm. It was evident that he really planned to move on. 
This also made Yuqi relieved. 

“But I still remember when someone broke up with her, he got drunk.” Leaning back in 
his chair, Yuqi teased Yulin. 

“You also talked back to our parents for a model, turned against me for some girl, and 
for ……” 

“Okay, fine. I know you have a good memory. Please don’t say anymore, can you?” 
Yuqi hurried to interrupt him. 

“As long as you do not mess with me, I naturally will not say your old story.” 

“Yulin, this is a personal attack and it’s illegal.” 

“I’m telling the truth, okay?” 

“Forget it. I won’t get into it with you.” Yuqi pretended not to bother himself arguing with 
the likes of him. “Seriously, I’ll leave it to you to handle this matter, are you oaky with 
that, right?” 

“I can handle that.” 

“They have the power of the underworld to support them. It’s better for you to beware of 
them.” 

Faced with Yuqi’s warning, Yulin did not take it seriously. “No matter what forces they 
have as backers, they are working with us to make money. Nobody has a grudge 
against money, I guess.” 

After a few months without seeing Yulin, Yuqi felt that his brother had changed a lot. He 
became calm and confident. 



And was this all taught to him by that woman? She was just an unknown star. Did she 
really have the ability to change him? Yuqi thought. 

Seeing Yuqi staring at himself, Yulin threw the pen in his hand over. “What are you 
planning again?” 

“I’m just curious about your change.” 

“Then put away your curiosity.” Yulin stood up, straightened down his suit, and walked 
towards the conference room. 

Looking at Yulin’s back, Yuqi smiled. Now he was very interested in Anna, and he 
believed that their parents were also interested in getting to know her. 

…… 

The meeting went well and they signed contracts for several projects. 

Just these few hours of meeting really made people exhausted. Yulin pulled his tie 
loose. After the meeting, he wanted to go back to the hotel to take a shower and relax. 

“Mr. Xiao, I see you are very tired? I should give you time to rest and make another 
appointment to come to the meeting.” The president of the other party blamed himself 
and turned his head to look at the female secretary beside him. “Lucy, go arrange for 
the best masseuse for Mr. Xiao.” 

“Yes, sir.” said the female secretary. 

The secretary named Lucy frequently made eyes at Yulin, but Yulin didn’t even pay 
attention to her. 

“Next, we have a celebration party. Would Mr. Xiao and your brother like to attend it?” 
The president hurriedly said again. 

“Well, thanks for your invitation. But I have to check my schedules.” 

Yulin nodded to him and turned to leave. 

Back at the hotel, Yulin was trying to take a shower and rest. However, when he saw 
Yuqi, he knew he couldn’t get a rest. 

“You’re not meeting with your group. Why did you come here?” asked Yulin. 

“I’m worried about you.” said Yuqi. “I want to see if you have fallen for their se.x-traps.” 

“Well, I’m fine. They invite you and me to a celebration party.” 



A celebration party? Yuqi thought for a moment before saying. “I see that their purpose 
is to pull you in.” 

Yulin shook his head frequently. “It’s really stupid. After this project is finished, I’m going 
back. And you are the main person in charge here. They should spend time on you 
instead of me.” 

“They are playing the long game.” Yuqi smiled. “As far as I know this company also 
wants to conduct foreign business. Although they own a big company, in the new 
environment, they may not be able to play to their advantage.” 

“So they want to find a reliable partner. And you are their target. They are now using the 
se.x-traps to pull you in.” 

“You mean they are using Lucy to lure me? That kind of woman is not a beauty at all. 
Her b.reasts are big like a cow’s. She’s too plump.” Yulin showed an expression of 
disgust. “And her eyes are always on me. I’m not interested in her.” 

Hearing Yulin’s description, Yuqi was dumbfounded. “You think Lucy is not pretty? Are 
you deliberately showing off that there is such a beautiful girl who likes you?” 

“I am telling the truth. If you like her, you just date her and not let her keep making eyes 
at me.” 

“You are getting really weird.” Yuqi snorted coldly. 

“Weird? I’m pretty normal.” 

“I think you just accept her affection for you. It is also good for getting support for our 
business in the country.” 

However, Yulin was full of disdain. “I, Yulin Xiao, need to please her to get support?” 

“Listen it or not, it’s up to you. I just give you a suggestion. I know, you only have your 
girlfriend in your eyes now.” 

At the mention of his girlfriend, Yulin wore a smile on his face. Yuqi shook his head 
helplessly and then he left the room. He decided to go find a beautiful woman to 
appease his depressed mood. 

….. 

Although Yulin did not want to go to the celebration party, he still had to attend it out of 
courtesy. 



In the past, Yulin was also a regular guest at such parties. And now he disliked 
attending such parties. 

At this moment, Yulin just wanted to leave this place quickly and called Anna. 
Unfortunately, such a simple wish also failed to materialize. 

Hearing that he attended the party, many business celebrities came to talk with him. 
Even though Yulin looked indifferent, others were still very enthusiastic about him. 

Most of the people present were Europeans, but they were also well versed in the 
Chinese drinking culture. They raised their glasses to toast Yulin, so Yulin drank a few 
glasses. Then he realized that things were not quite right. If this continued, he would be 
drunk before the party was halfway through. 

He did not want to continue drinking with these people, so he put down his glass and 
prepared to leave. But before he could say anything, Lucy said something for him. 

“Mr. Xiao has not been jet-lagged for the past two days, so he is not fit to drink. If any of 
you want to drink with him, I can drink for him.” Lucy smiled brightly. She had a beauty 
that was a mixture of elegance and se.xiness. 

Everyone could see that Lucy was interested in Yulin. So the crowd deliberately joked. 

“Mr. Xiao and Miss Lucy are really a good match.” 

“I haven’t seen Lucy care so much about a man. Could it be that Miss Lucy like Mr. Xiao 
……” 

The group of people discussed happily. And Lucy secretly glanced at Yulin. 

“Mr. Xiao and I are only business partner.” said Lucy. 

“You are both unmarried. Even if you have a one-night affair, there is nothing wrong 
with it.” said one man deliberately. 

“I know you’re joking, but if my girlfriend hears about it, she’ll lose her temper.” Yulin 
said with some anger. 

Hearing this, Lucy’s face darkened. How could she not hear Yulin’s overtones? 

Lucy did not expect that Yulin would reject her even before she made a move. Her face 
was downcast. 

“Oh, Mr. Xiao has a girlfriend? May I ask which noble family she is from?” Someone 
asked. 



“She’s an actress.” 

“An actress ……” the man deliberately trailed off, while revealing a disapproving gaze. 

“You can’t take a relationship with a star seriously. If one wants to find a wife, a woman 
of your social rank or a capable woman like Lucy is the best choice.” 

“I don’t need to rely on women to help me succeed.” Yulin said disdainfully. 

His words made the other party awkward, and then he only nodded. 

When Yulin was talking, Lucy was watching him from right next to him. She was very 
good at socializing. She can always be the focus of conversation. Such a woman can 
also always attract the attention of men. Although Lucy was rejected by Yulin, Yulin 
aroused her interest. 

Now she drank too much wine. Her face was red and she staggered a bit. 

She wanted to hold Yulin’s hand, but Yulin always avoided her when her hand was 
about to touch him. Obviously, he did not want to get involved with her. But Lucy wanted 
to conquer this man. 

Just as Lucy was secretly planning how to attract Yulin’s attention, her boss came over. 
Seeing her drunk like this, the boss was stunned. “Lucy, are you okay?” 

Lucy shook her head and smiled. “I’m fine.” 

“You’d better come home for a rest.” said her boss. 

“No, I can still drink.” 

“You’ve never been this drunken before.” said her boss. 

 


